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I

n Spite of the adverse effects of the
coronavirus pandemic the Indian aerospace
industries and R&D organizations have been
putting their best efforts to meet the aerospace
and defense requirements of the Nation,
maintaining the discipline and protocols to check
the spread of the pandemic. Government has also
taken various proactive measures to support the
industry by earmarking more procurement from
Indian industries through ‘Make in India’ and ‘Made in India’ projects and special
incentives for start-ups.
Government of India has also been implementing several programmes to achieve
the goal of ‘Atmanirbhar Bharat’ i.e, self-reliance in defence and reduce the
dependence on imports to meet India’s defence requirements. These initiatives
include de-licensing, de-regulation, export promotion and foreign investment
liberalization. To meet export requirements, a Draft Production and Export
Promotion Policy has also been formulated. In addition, the Government issued
a call to the private sector to increase its participation in defence manufacturing,
reserving a large percentage of procurement budgets from the private industry.
Also a high percentage of 40% and more has been mandated for all ‘Make in
India’ under manufacture with ToT or through strategic partnership. This ensures
considerable work for the large supply chain particularly the SMEs. Defence
Acquisition procedure released in 2020 and now in operation is expected to
transform India into a manufacturing hub with a focus on indigenously designed,
developed and manufactured aircraft and weapon systems. Government’s
procurement programmes such as Buy (Indian-IDDM), Buy (Indian), Buy & Make
(Indian), Buy (Global-Manufacture in India) and Buy (Global); Strategic partnership
model; Defence Industrial Corridors; Innovations for Defence Excellence (iDEX)
and Acquisition of Critical Technologies are expected to stimulate the growth of
aerospace and defense industries including SMEs and start-ups.
DefExpo 2022 is being held from 10th to 13th March at Gandhi Nagar, Gujrat
and will see major participation from Indian and Overseas OEMs and give ample
opportunities for Indian industries to network among themselves and with Foreign
OEMs to develop & manufacture advanced technology defense equipments and
enhance export through international collaborations. AeroMag Asia and SIATI
wish all the best for the Indian and Foreign industries participating in the DefExpo
for fruitful interactions for mutually beneficial collaborations.

Dr C G Krishnadas Nair
Honorary President, SIATI
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Policy Initiatives Increased
Defence Manufacturing

T

he Government has announced
that it has taken several policy
initiatives and brought reforms
to promote self-reliance in defence
manufacturing. These policy initiatives
are aimed at encouraging indigenous
design, development, and manufacture
of defence equipment in the country,
thereby reducing dependency on imports
in long run. This information was given by
Minister of State for Defence Ajay Bhatt
Rajya Sabha
Many significant projects including
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155mm Artillery Gun system ‘Dhanush’,
Bridge Laying Tank, Light Combat Aircraft
‘Tejas’, ‘Akash’ Surface to Air Missile
system, Submarine ‘INS Kalvari’, Inshore
Patrol Vessel, Offshore Surveillance Ship,
‘INS Chennai’, Anti-Submarine Warfare
Corvette (ASWC), Arjun Armoured
Repair and Recovery Vehicle, Landing
Craft Utility, Bridge Laying Tank, BiModular Charge System (BMCS) for
155mm Ammunition, Thermal Imaging
Sight Mark-II for T-72 tank, 25 T Tugs,
Water Jet Fast Attack Craft, Offshore

Patrol Vessel, Fast Interceptor Boat, INS
Kalvari, INS Khanderi, Medium Bullet
Proof Vehicle (MBPV), Lakshya Parachute
for Pilotless Target Aircraft, etc. have been
produced in the country under ‘Make in
India’ initiative of the Government in last
few years.
The Government has taken several
policy initiatives and brought reforms
aimed at encouraging indigenous design,
development and manufacture of defence
equipment. Important policy initiatives
and reforms are as under:

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

DPP-2016 has been revised as
Defence Acquisition Procedure
(DAP)- 2020, which is driven by
the tenets of Defence Reforms
announced as part of ‘Aatmanirbhar
Bharat Abhiyan’.
In order to promote indigenous
design and development of defence
equipment ‘Buy {Indian-IDDM
(Indigenously Designed, Developed
and Manufactured)}’ category has
been accorded top most priority for
procurement of capital equipment.
Ministry of Defence has notified
two ‘Positive indigenisation lists’
of total 209 items for which
there would be an embargo on
the import beyond the timeline
indicated against them. This is a
big step towards self-reliance in
defence. This would offer a great
opportunity to the Indian defence
industry to manufacture these
items using their own design and
development capabilities to meet
the requirements of the Armed
Forces.
The ‘Make’ Procedure of capital
procurement has been simplified.
There is a provision for funding
upto 70% of development cost by
the Government to Indian industry
under Make-I category. In addition,
there are specific reservations
for MSMEs under the ‘Make’
procedure.
Procedure for ‘Make-II’ category

•

(Industry funded), introduced in
DPP 2016 to encourage indigenous
development and manufacture of
defence equipment has number of
industry friendly provisions such
as relaxation of eligibility criterion,
minimal documentation, provision
for considering proposals suggested
by industry/individual etc. So far,
60 projects relating to Army, Navy
& Air Force, have been accorded
‘Approval in Principle’.
The Government has approved
enhanced delegation of Financial
Powers under Capital Procurement
to levels below Vice-Chief of
Armed Forces in February 2021.
The Government has also approved
enhanced delegation of Financial
Powers in the Make-I category

•

under which Government funding
up to 70% of the prototype
development cost is available
for Design & Development of
equipment,
systems,
major
platforms or upgrades thereof.
The
Government
of
India
has enhanced Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI) in Defence Sector
up to 74% through the Automatic
Route for companies seeking new
defence industrial license and up
to 100% by Government Route
wherever it is likely to result in
access to modern technology or for
other reasons to be recorded.
An innovation ecosystem for
Defence titled Innovations for
Defence Excellence (iDEX) has
been launched in April 2018.
iDEX is aimed at creation of an
ecosystem to foster innovation
and
technology
development
in Defence and Aerospace by
engaging
Industries
including
MSMEs,
Start-ups,
Individual
Innovators, R&D institutes and
Academia and provide them grants/
funding and other support to carry
out R&D which has potential for
future adoption for Indian defence
and aerospace needs.
An indigenization portal namely
SRIJAN has been launched in
August 2020 for DPSUs/Services
with an industry interface to
provide development support to
MSMEs/Startups/Industry
for
import substitution. So far, 16445
Defence items, which were earlier
imported, have been displayed on
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•

•

•

•

•
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the portal. The Indian industry
have shown their interest in 3559
items. Out of them, 342 have
already been indigenized.
“Offset portal” has been launched
in May 2019 to ensure greater
transparency,
efficiency
and
accountability in the process.
Reforms in Offset policy have
been included in DAP-2020, with
thrust on attracting investment and
Transfer of Technology for Defence
manufacturing, by assigning higher
multipliers to them.
Government has notified the
‘Strategic Partnership (SP)’ Model
in May 2017, which envisages
establishment
of
long-term
strategic partnerships with Indian
entities through a transparent and
competitive process, wherein they
would tie up with global Original
Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs)
to seek technology transfers to
set up domestic manufacturing
infrastructure and supply chains.
Government
has
notified
a
‘Policy for indigenisation of
components and spares used
in Defence Platforms’ in March
2019 with the objective to create
an industry ecosystem which is
able to indigenize the imported
components
(including
alloys
& special materials) and subassemblies for defence equipment
and platform manufactured in
India.
Government has established two
Defence
Industrial
Corridors,

•

one each in Uttar Pradesh and
Tamil Nadu to attract investments
of Rs 20,000 crore. in the two
Defence corridors by year 2024.
So far, investment worth Rs 3,600
crore have been made in both
the corridors by the public as
well as private sector companies.
Moreover, the respective State
Governments have also published
their Aerospace & Defence Policies
to attract private players as well
as foreign companies including
Original Equipment Manufacturers
(OEMs) in these two corridors.
An Inter-Governmental Agreement
(IGA) on “Mutual Cooperation
in Joint Manufacturing of Spares,
Components,
Aggregates
and
other material related to Russian/

•

Soviet Origin Arms and Defence
Equipment”
was
signed
in
September, 2019. The objective
of the IGA is to enhance the After
Sales Support and operational
availability of Russian origin
equipment currently in service
in Indian Armed Forces by
organizing production of spares
and components in the territory
of India by Indian Industry by
way of creation of Joint Ventures/
Partnership with Russian Original
Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs)
under the framework of the “Make
in India” initiative.
Defence Products list requiring
Industrial Licences has been
rationalised and manufacture of
most of parts or components does
not require Industrial License. The
initial validity of the Industrial
Licence granted under the IDR Act
has been increased from 03 years
to 15 years with a provision to
further extend it by 03 years on a
case-to-case basis.
Defence Investor Cell (DIC) has
been created in February, 2018 the
Ministry to provide all necessary
information including addressing
queries related to investment
opportunities, procedures and
regulatory
requirements
for
investment in the sector. As on 31st
October, 2021, 1,257 queries had
been received and addressed by
Defence Investor Cell.

President’s Standard awarded to
22nd Missile Vessel Squadron

Adm R Hari Kumar, Chief of Naval Staff presenting a memento to the President of India.

R

am Nath Kovind, President of
India, awarded the President’s
Standard to the 22nd Missile
Vessel Squadron, also known as the
Killers Squadron of the Indian Navy, at a
ceremonial parade at Naval Dockyard,
Mumbai. A special day cover and a
commemorative stamp produced by the
postal department were released to mark
the occasion.
The ceremony was attended by Bhagat

Singh Koshyari, Governor of Maharashtra,
Admiral R Hari Kumar, PVSM, AVSM,
VSM, ADC, Chief of the Naval Staff, Vice
Admiral Ajendra Bahadur Singh, AVSM,
VSM, Flag Officer Commanding-in-Chief,
Western Naval Command and several
other civilian and military dignitaries.
The 22nd Missile Vessel Squadron is
based at Mumbai and comprises missile
vessels Prabal, Pralaya, Nashak, Nishank,
Vipul, Vibhuti, Vinash and Vidyut.

Ram Nath Kovind, President of India addressing the gathering during the award of
President’s Standard to 22nd Missile Vessel Squadron.

The Killers Squadron traces its genesis
to the 1971 War when Osa I class missile
boats, newly inducted into the Indian Navy
from the erstwhile USSR, participated
in Operations Trident and Python that
were decisive in enabling the Indian Navy
dominate operations in the Arabian Sea.
The attacks on Pakistan naval units and
Karachi harbour during the two operations
effectively nullified the Pakistan Navy’s
war-waging potential and earned these
missile vessels the sobriquet ‘Killers’.
The year 2021 marks the 50th
anniversary of the victory in 1971 War
and is also the 50th year of the Killers
Squadron. The Squadron remains at the
forefront of India’s seaward defence on
the Western seaboard.
The President’s Standard ceremony
witnessed an immaculately conducted
ceremonial parade that began with the
naval armed guard presenting a salute of
arms to the President and was followed
by the presentation of the Standard. The
ceremony concluded with a Continuity
Drill performance by naval personnel
and an operational demonstration by
MARCOS and naval helicopters.
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In 2021, Defence Ministry Gave
Big Boost to Atmanirbhar Bharat

N

ew Delhi: In the year just gone
by, the Ministry of Defence
(MoD) had launched several
major initiatives to make India self-reliant

in the filed of Defence manufacturing.
Atmanirbharta in Defence is aimed at
enhancing domestic manufacturing and
making the country a net exporter in this

field.
We look back at the key highlights of
the Ministry of Defence’s major initiatives
that included the induction of LCA (Tejas),
Arudhra and Aslesha Radars, Astra Air to
Air missile, Akash Surface to Air missile
system, Advance Light Helicopter and
Light Combat Helicopter, and others.
Also, several initiatives were undertaken
by the MoD towards empowering Women
in the Services. Permanent Commission of
women officers has been implemented in
the Armed Forces.
Key highlights
Move towards Atmanirbhar Bharat
‘Make in India’ and ‘Atmanirbhar Bharat’
have been given a major impetus during
planning and procurement of equipment
for Indian Army, wherein, there is
endeavor to support the emerging defence
industry in the Country.
Induction of LCA (Tejas), Arudhra and
Aslesha Radars, Astra Air to Air missile,
Akash Surface to Air missile system,
Advance Light Helicopter and Light
Combat Helicopter etc. systems were
added in IAF’s inventory proving IAF’s
commitment to the vision of ‘Atmanirbhar
Bharat’.
The MBT ‘Arjun’ Mk-1A was handed
over to the Indian Army by Prime Minister
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Narendra Modi on 14 Feb 2021 and the
Ministry of Defence (MoD) placed an
order with Heavy Vehicles Factory (HVF),
Avadi, Chennai for supply of 118 Main
Battle Tanks (MBTs) Arjun Mk-1A for
Indian Army on September 23, 2021.
Advanced Electronic Warfare System
‘Shakti’, designed and developed by
Defence Electronics Research Laboratory
(DLRL) Hyderabad a laboratory of Defence
Research and Development Organisation
(DRDO), was handed over to Indian Navy
on 19 Nov 2021 by PM Modi.
Indigenous Aircraft Carrier ‘Vikrant’
successfully accomplished its maiden sea
voyage in August 2021. This milestone
with few parallels reinforces confidence
in the largest indigenously designed
platform of Indian Navy and the resolve of
countrymen in our quest for ‘Atmanirbahar
Bharat’. Commissioning of Vikrant is being

targeted by August 15, 2022.
INS Visakhapatnam, first ship of Project
15B, was delivered by Mazagon Dock
Limited to Indian Navy on October 28,
2021 at Mumbai and commissioned into
IN on November 21, 2021 by the Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh.
Two sophisticated and potent platforms
Karanj and Vela were commissioned on 10
Mar 21 and 25 Nov 21 respectively, with
over 75 percentage of Indigenous content,
having State-of-the-art weapon fit to
strengthen our security apparatus in the
Western Seaboard.
Defence Minister Rajnath handed over
five Defence Research and Development
Organisation (DRDO) developed products
to the Armed forces and other security
agencies at an event held at DRDO
Bhawan, New Delhi on 14 December
2021, as part of Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav

celebrations and iconic week of Ministry
of Defence.
Rajnath handed over six Transfer of
Technology (ToT) agreements to seven
public and private sector companies.
Products handed over to the Armed Forces
& Ministry of Home Affairs include AntiDrone system, Modular Bridge, Smart Anti
Airfield Weapon, Chaff Variants and the
Light Weight Fire Fighting Suit.
Air version of BrahMos supersonic
missile was successfully test fired from
supersonic fighter aircraft Sukhoi 30 MK-I
on December 8, 2021. BrahMos is a Joint
Venture between India (DRDO) and Russia
(NPOM) for the development, production
and marketing of the supersonic cruise
missile.
DRDO-developed supersonic missile
assisted torpedo system was successfully
launched on 13 December 2021.
To provide autonomy and enhance
efficiency, and unleash new growth
potential in Ordnance Factories, the
Ordnance Factory Board has been
converted into seven new Defence Public
Sector Undertakings while safeguarding
the interest of all stakeholders. The new
Defence PSUs have become operational
from 1st October, 2021.
Women’s empowerment in the Armed
Forces
Several initiatives have been undertaken
by the Ministry of Defence towards
empowering Women in the Services.
Permanent Commission of women officers
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has been implemented in the Armed
Forces.
PM Modi made an announcement
during his Independence Day speech this
year that all Sainik Schools, across India,
will now be open for girls. All the Sainik
Schools are now offering admissions to
girls and more than 350 girls have been
admitted so far.
BRO appointed women officers to
command important Road Construction
Companies (RCC) along border areas. In
Apr 2021, EE (Civil) Vaishali S Hiwase, a
GREF officer took over the reins of 83 Road
Construction Company and was employed
on an important Indo-China Road
connecting Munisairi-Bughdiar-Milam.
The government has now allowed girls
of the country to appear in the National
Defence Academy examination. The
necessary administrative training and
policy changes have been made. The NDA
June 2022 course will have the first batch
of women cadets.
First batch of women Naval Operations
officers were inducted into rotary wing
and joined the helicopter squadron INAS
336 at INS Garuda, Kochi on February
03, 2021. Lt Kumudini Tyagi and Lt Riti
Singh have operated onboard warships as
combat aircrew.
Strengthening border infrastructure
A major thrust area of MoD in the
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border areas has been to enhance road
and transport infrastructure aimed at
strengthening
defence
preparedness
as well as supporting local economic
development in these areas.
On 28 June 2021, Defence Minister
Rajnath Singh inaugurated 75 Projects of
Roads and Bridges constructed by Border
Roads Organisation (BRO) in six States
and two Union Territories (UTs).
BRO constructed road over Umling
La Pass, in Eastern Ladakh, at 19,024 ft
above sea level has now officially become
highest motorable road in the world. Road
was inaugurated virtually by Rajnath on
Dec 28, 2021.
Rajnath dedicated to the nation 24

bridges and three roads, built by BRO in
four States and two Union Territories, on
December 28, 2021. Of the 24 bridges,
nine are in Jammu & Kashmir; five each
in Ladakh & Himachal Pradesh; three in
Uttarakhand and one each in Sikkim &
Arunachal Pradesh. Of the three roads,
two are in Ladakh.
BRO organised “India@75” Motorcycle
Expedition to commemorate ‘Azadi ka
Amrit Mahotsav’ by travelling across the
country spreading message of National
Integration, Nation Building and Road
Safety Awareness. Expedition was flagged
off by the Raksha Mantri on October
14, 2021. Defence Secretary flagged-in
expedition on December 27, 2021.

Budget 2022 Gives Big Boost for Indigenous
Development of Defence Systems

N

ew Delhi: Union Budget 2022 has
introduced multiple provisions to
boost Atmanirbharta in defence
sector. The integrated approach of design
and development of defence systems with
the participation of industry & academia
will revitalise the defence ecosystem.
Provision for the formation of Special
Purpose Vehicle (SPV) for design
development and production of major
defence equipment will enable concurrent
engineering and production in faster
timelines.
The major announcement of 25% of
budget earmarked for engagement of
industry, startups and academia will
provide the much-required boost for
defence R&D.
These provisions will enable Defence
Research & Development Organisation
(DRDO) to work vigorously with industry
to give a quantum jump to self-reliance in
defence.
The 5.3% increase in capital budget
allocation for DRDO up from Rs 11,375
crore to Rs 11,981.81 crore will accelerate
the efforts for indigenous research and
development (R&D) projects.
The provision of 68% of the capital
procurement budget for the domestic

defence industry will further enhance the
induction of the indigenous system in
India’s armed forces.
DRDO has multiple modes of
engagement with industry and academia.
Some of them are extramural research,
directed research, DcPP and TDF for the
development of advanced technologies
and systems.
DRDO engages industry as Development
Cum
Production
Partner
(DcPP),
Development Partners (DP), Production
Agency (PA) during the execution of
projects and programmes.
Currently, about 20,000 industries are
engaged in the development of various
systems, subsystems and technologies
directly and indirectly.
DRDO has also identified 108
systems and subsystems for exclusive
design and development by the Indian
industry. DRDO technically supports the
industry for realising these systems on a
requirement basis.
Through its Technology Development
Fund (TDF) scheme, DRDO extends
financial support to enable Indian Micro,
Small & Medium Enterprises (MSMEs)
and startups for indigenous design
& development of defence products,

components and subsystems.
The fund is utilised for developing new
technologies as required by DRDO,
services, and DPSUs.
To further encourage the Indian industry,
DRDO’s patents and relevant intellectual
publications are available for the domestic
industry free of cost. Indian industry is
utilising DRDO test facilities and proof
and field firing ranges for ensuring quality
defence products.
The initiative announced in the Union
Budget 2022 regarding a nodal umbrella
body for wide-ranging requirements
of testing and certifications of defence
systems will greatly accelerate the
development of defence systems by
industry and will ensure the provisioning
of quality products to armed forces.
DRDO is working with more than 250
academic institutes on different defence
R&D problems for basic, applied and
targeted research. DRDO has established
10 advanced research centres in various
academic institutions.
DRDO is also proposing to set up chairs
for specific areas in various universities
for long term engagement with academic
institutions.
The current production value of DRDO
developed system is approximately Rs 3.2
Lakh crore. With the announcement of
Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) and other
important provisions, production value
can grow exponentially.
This Budget has made a strong focus
on Atmanirbharta, which will ensure
that all major platforms are indigenously
developed.
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India imposes import curbs
on 351 more defence items
Import restrictions on 172
sub-systems and components
will come into force by
December 2022, followed
by another 89 by December
2023 and 90 by December
2024, says a notification from
the Ministry of Defence. The
list includes items such as
laser warning sensors, highpressure check valves, beacon
receivers, various types of
antennas, cables, sockets and
voltage control oscillators

T

he Department of Defence
Production, Ministry of Defence
(MoD), Government of India has
notified a new ‘positive indigenisation’
list
of
sub-systems/assemblies/subassemblies/components as part of the
efforts to achieve self-reliance in defence
manufacturing and minimise imports
by Defence Public Sector Undertakings
(DPSUs). The list contains 351 imported
items which will be indigenised in the next
three years along with 2,500 imported
items which have already been indigenized.
Earlier, the government had released
two ‘positive indigenisation’ or ‘negative
arms imports’ lists that progressively ban
imports of 209 weapon systems, platforms
and ammunition for the armed forces.
“This Atmanirbhar (self-reliance) initiative
will save foreign exchange approximately
equivalent to Rs 3,000 crore every year.
The identified sub-systems, assemblies
and components will only be procured
from Indian industry after the timelines
indicated in the list,” said a Defence
Ministry official.
As per the latest MoD notification,
import restrictions on 172 sub-systems
and components will come into force by
December 2022, followed by another
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89 by December 2023 and 90 by
December 2024. The list includes laser
warning sensors, high-pressure check
valves, beacon receivers, various types
of antennas, cables, sockets and voltage
control oscillators.
The first such list notified in August,
2020 progressively banned imports of 101
items in the 2020-2025 timeframe in a bid
to boost domestic defence production and
exports. The second list notified in May,
2021 identified 108 items for restricting
imports during December 2021-December
2025.
The first two lists had mentioned
only some fully-formed major weapon
systems and platforms, ranging from
missile destroyers, transport aircraft, light
combat helicopters, wheeled armoured
fighting vehicles and conventional dieselelectric submarines to next-generation
corvettes, single-engine light helicopters
and AEW&C (airborne early warning and
control) systems.
Complete details of these items
have been uploaded on Srijan portal
(https://srijandefence.gov.in/DPSU%20
Indigenization%20List.pdf). They will only
be procured from Indian Industry after the
timelines indicated in the list.

The Government had also implemented
several other measures to boost domestic
defence manufacturing such as increasing
the foreign direct investment (FDI) in
the sector under the automatic route

Director General VS Pathania
takes over as DG Coast Guard

D

irector General VS Pathania took
over as the 24th Chief of Indian
Coast Guard on 31st December
21.
The Flag Officer is a qualified
helicopter pilot and has undergone
specialization in Search and Rescue and

from 49% to 74% in May 2020. Later,
in October 2021, the Ordnance Factory
Board (OFB) and the 41 factories under
it were dissolved and amalgamated
under seven new state-owned defence
companies. These new firms would
manufacture defence hardware ranging
from munitions to heavy weapons and
vehicles.
Moreover, in the Union Budget of
2021-22, the defence capital outlay was
increased by 18.75% from the preceding
year to support defence modernization,
which was the highest ever increment in
the last 15 years. The government of India
also called for increased participation of
defence manufacturing companies from
the private sector to meet the growing
demand.
Emerging technologies
Yet another significant measure taken
recently by the defence sector to boost
indigenization is focusing on emerging
technologies. For instance, the Indian
Army is making steady strides in this

port operations with US Coast Guard.
In his illustrious career spanning
over 36 years, he has held several
key appointments afloat and ashore,
prominent among them are Commander,
Coast Guard Region (North West) at
Gandhi Nagar, Commander Coast Guard
Region (West) at Mumbai, Deputy
Director General (HRD), Deputy Director
General (Policy &Plans) at Coast Guard
Headquarters, New Delhi. The flag officer
has also commanded all class of Coast
Guard ships namely Inshore Patrol Vessel
‘Ranijindan’, Offshore Patrol Vessel
‘Vigraha’ and Advanced Offshore Patrol
Vessel ‘Sarang’.
He has also held various appointments
viz Principal Director (HRD), Principal
Director (Policy & Plans) at Coast Guard
Headquarters, New Delhi, Chief of Staff at
Headquarters, Coast Guard Region (North
West), Chief Staff Officer (Operations)
and Chief Staff Officer (Personnel &
Administration) at Headquarters Coast
Guard Region (West), Commanding

Officer, Coast Guard Air Station at
Chennai, Director (Personnel) and Joint
Director (Aviation) at Coast Guard
Headquarters and also as Squadron
Commander of 848 Sqn at Chennai.
The Flag Officer was elevated to the
rank of Additional Director General in Nov
2019 and took over the reins as Coast
Guard Commander (Eastern Seaboard)
at Visakhapatnam. The period under
his apex watch on Eastern Seafront saw
surge in major operations that included
apprehension of gold and tons of drugs/
narcotic substance worth thousands of
crores, pollution response operations,
joint exercises with Foreign Coast Guard,
anti-poaching operations, mass rescue
operations and humanitarian assistance
during cyclones/natural calamities and
strengthened Coastal Security.
He is also the recipient of President’s
Tatrakshak Medal for Distinguished
Service, Tatrakshak Medal for gallantry
and Director General Indian Coast Guard
Commendation.

field. The Army, with support from the
National Security Council Secretariat
(NSCS) has established the Quantum Lab
at Military College of Telecommunication
Engineering, Mhow in Madhya Pradesh to
spearhead research and training in this key
developing area.
Indian Army has also established
an Artificial Intelligence (AI) Centre
at the same institution with over 140
deployments in forward areas and active
support of industry and academia. Training
on cyber warfare is being imparted
through a state-of-the-art cyber range and
cyber security labs. Ideation for Army’s
involvement in Electromagnetic Spectrum
Operations was done in a seminar on
Electromagnetic Spectrum and National
Security organised last year. Since then, an
impetus has been given to Indian Army’s
technology institutions for investing in AI,
Quantum and Cyber domains.
Research undertaken by the Indian
Army in the field of Quantum Technology
will help the defence sector to leapfrog
into next generation communication

and transform the current system of
cryptography in the Indian Armed Forces
to Post Quantum Cryptography (PQC).
Key thrust areas are Quantum Key
Distribution, Quantum Communication,
Quantum Computing and Post Quantum
Cryptography.
According
to
Defence
officials,
by undertaking a multi-stakeholder
approach incorporating academia (such
as IITs), DRDO organisations, research
institutes, corporate firms, startups and
industry players, this initiative is an ideal
example of civil-military cooperation with
Atmanirbhar Bharat a key driving factor.
“Requisite timeline-based objectives with
adequate funding have been worked out
for projects and progressive fielding of
solutions in the Indian Army is expected
on a fast-track basis,” said an official.
All these efforts are expected to help
the country achieve its target of a defence
manufacturing turnover of US Dollars
25 billion (Rs 1.75 lakh crore), including
exports worth US Dollars 5 billion (Rs
35,000 crore), in five years.
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Emirati Diplomacy
and Future Vision

Yousef Juma Al Haddad
Editor-in-Chief, Nation Shield

W

hen analysing the UAE’s
diplomatic moves, one should
start with a good political
reading of the country’s strategic goals
in the next 50 years. Having celebrated
the first 50 years of the life of its federal
structure, the UAE has turned into a global
model and a driving force for the future.
The United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
announced that the UAE National Day

on 2 December will be adopted as World
Futures Day. This officially crowns the
UAE as a world leader in the field of future
foresight. It reflects the conviction of the
international community that the UAE
has become an icon of success and that
it is able to lead international efforts in
all fields, in view of the major quantum
leaps it has achieved, thereby inspiring and
motivating the new generations in various
countries of the world.
The UAE has strategies for the future
in various fields, as well as integrated
systems and specialised strategies for
foreseeing the future. It aims at early
detection of opportunities and challenges
in various vital sectors in the country,
building futuristic models in various fields,
enhancing capabilities at the national level
in disciplines related to future foresight,
and forging specialised partnerships
worldwide in this field.
At the inception of the new 50, the UAE
has developed a forward-looking strategy
for the future, which was included in the
‘Principles of the 50’ document, which
stipulated a set of 10 principles that outline
the steps of the UAE in its coming years
and serve as a strategic roadmap for the
country’s new era of political, economic,
and social development.
While this is the strategic goal that has
absolute priority in the wise leadership’s
vision and planning, it stands to reason that
the document mentions the mechanisms
to achieve this goal. Reference should
be made here to the third principle of

the document, which complements its
preceding principles and states that ‘The
UAE’s foreign policy is a tool that aims to
serve the higher national goals, foremost
of which are the economic interests of the
UAE. The aim of the policy is to serve the
economy, and the goal of the economy
is to provide the best quality of life for
people in the UAE.’
While the document stipulates goals
and mechanisms, it also includes the
foundations and principles of action
by emphasising in the fifth principle
that ‘good neighbourliness is a basis of
stability.’ While this principle is quite
compatible with the constants of the
foreign policy that the UAE has followed
since its formation, its reaffirmation
outlines the roadmap for the next 50 year
is a renewal and entrenchment of those
constants. That is because the remaining
principles stipulated in the document are,
for the most part, a homogeneous mixture
that combines the principles and values
rooted in collective awareness with future
aspirations.
A large part of the moves of the UAE
diplomacy at the regional level can find
explanations for them in the ‘Principles
of the 50’ document, which links politics
with the economy. Besides, diplomacy
must achieve the objectives of the
economic policy, the country’s economic
development represents the “highest
national interest,” and focus during the
coming period will be on building the best
and most active economy globally.
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IAC Vikrant Sets Sail for
Next Set of Sea Trials

A

fter two successive high profile
visits - the President and Vice
President of India – within a span
of less than two weeks, IAC Vikrant is
heading out for the next set of sea trials.
Both dignitaries, having reviewed the
progress, had conveyed their satisfaction
and expressed their best wishes to all the
stakeholders involved in the project.
While the maiden sea trials in August
last year were to establish propulsion,
navigational suite and basic operations, the
second sea trial later in October-November
witnessed the ship being put through its
paces in terms of various machinery trials
and flight trials. The ship in fact was out
for 10 days proving its sustenance in the

very second sortie.
Various seamanship evolutions were also
successfully cleared during the second
sortie. Having gained adequate confidence
in the ship’s abilities, the IAC now sails to
undertake complex maneuvers to establish
specific readings of how the ship performs
in various conditions. In addition, various
sensor suites of the ship would also be
tested.
The IAC has been a success story
on numerous counts. Be it the case of
Atmanirbharta wherein 76% of the
equipment is indigenously sourced or the
close engagement between the Design
teams of the Indian Navy and M/s Cochin
Shipyard Limited – a high-point in the

largest and most complex warship ever
to be built in the country. That the ship
has been able to carry out basic flying
operations from its very first sortie itself is
a landmark in Indian warship construction
history.
Despite surging COVID cases in the
country and the resultant challenges,
the combined teams from multiple
organizations associated with the project,
are upbeat and committed to meet the
timeliness.
On successful completion
of a series of progressive sea trials, the
ship is scheduled to be commissioned
as INS Vikrant later this year, as the
nation commemorates ‘Azadi ka Amrit
Mahotsav’.
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‘Navy is Poised to Deter
and Counter Threats’

Admiral R Hari Kumar
PVSM, AVSM, VSM, ADC
Chief of the Naval Staff

The Indian Navy’s areas of interest encompass the IOR and its adjunct waters. China has enhanced its
deployments in the IOR over the recent past. The Indian Navy maintains a constant and close watch on
developments, fine tunes concept of operations and formulates capability perspective plans in step with
the strategic scenario and in keeping with India’s national interests. The Indian Navy’s military preparedness
and capability accretion plans are founded in our national interests, and not against any one nation. As a
professional force, we evaluate the maritime security environment in the IOR, on a continuous basis. The
outcomes of these evaluations are factored in the Navy’s planning to ensure that the Indian Navy remains
poised to deter and counter threats, said Admiral R Hari Kumar, Chief of the Naval Staff. In an interview
with Aeromag, the CNS talks about the Navy’s preparedness to counter China, Navy’s modernisation and
indigenisation activities.
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India’s
maritime
diplomacy
has
considerably enhanced under the SAGAR
initiative as the preferred security partner
in the IOR. How does the Indian Navy
support the initiative and help in ensuring
stability and promoting maritime interests
in the region?
GoI’s ‘SAGAR’ and ‘Neighbourhood
First’ clearly indicates the importance of
peace and stability in the neighbourhood
and its contribution to India’s growth
and development in the 21st century.
We have also stated clearly that India
would like to grow in a way that allows
others in the region to also grow with
us. Establishing a regional environment
conducive
to
nation-building
and
economic
consolidation
necessitates
active engagement with regional nations,
not only to enhance trust but also to
protect and promote India’s core national
interests in the region.
As you are all aware, the first word
in SAGAR (Security and Growth for
All in the Region) is Security, thus,
underscoring the centrality of Security
for growth and prosperity. The Indian
Navy (IN) has undertaken numerous
initiatives collectively with likeminded
littorals towards ensuring maritime
security. Primary amongst these is the
large number of bilateral and multilateral
exercises that the IN undertakes. These
exercises aid in enhancing interoperability,
exchanging best practices, and building
trust. These are essential during emergent
challenges, like a natural disaster or
a Search and Rescue situation, where
navies work together towards achieving
common goals. Despite the limitations of
the pandemic, the IN undertook 22 such
exercises over the past year. Further, in
co-ordination with neighbouring navies,
the IN undertook four Co-ordinated
patrols and EEZ surveillance missions,
which have given a fillip to regional
maritime security.
The Indian Navy acknowledges the
importance of dialogue in driving
collaborative solutions. Towards this
end, the IN conducted the Goa Maritime
Conclave where apex leadership of littoral
navies congregated to discuss common
challenges and forge solutions through
dialogue. The IN also remains invested
in the Indian Ocean Naval Symposium
(IONS), towards enhancing the regional
security architecture of the Indian Ocean

Region.
These initiatives contribute
positively towards maintaining security
and stability across the seascape of the
Indian Ocean and bolster the PM’s vision
of SAGAR.
The modernisation of Navy is ongoing
but the pace needs to be increased. What
are the latest modernisation plans of
the Navy and how important is it to be
completed fast?
The Indian Navy’s modernisation and
expansion follows a long-term perspective
plan being enmeshed into the ICADS
process, focused on being a future-ready
force, with the capability and capacity to
meet evolving challenges. We currently
have 39 ships and submarines under
construction, with Indian shipyards
building 37 of these, contributing
significantly
to
the
Government’s
AatmaNirbhar Bharat initiative.
One of our key projects is the first
Indigenous Aircraft Carrier being built at
Cochin Shipyard Limited, Kochi. The ship
has undergone extensive sea-trials, and
is scheduled to be commissioned in mid2022, giving a major fillip to the Navy’s
ability to protect, preserve and promote
our national interests.
Among other major projects, M/s

MDL are building four Project 15B
destroyers, of which, the first ship viz. INS
Visakhapatnam was commissioned on 21
Nov 2021. Seven frigates of Project 17A
Class, scheduled for induction from 2022
onwards, are also under construction at
MDL and GRSE. Further, sixteen AntiSubmarine Warfare Shallow Water Craft
have also been contracted. Among
submarine projects, the fourth submarine
of six under Project 75 viz. INS Vela was
commissioned on 25 Nov 2021.
Apart from vessels under construction,
‘Acceptance of Necessity’ has also been
accorded for another 43 ships and six
Project 75 (I) Submarines to be built in
India. In the aerospace domain, HAL
has been awarded a contract to deliver
12 Dorniers, 16 ALH and eight Chetak.
Further, AoN also exist for procurement
of 111 Naval Utility Helicopters under the
Strategic Partnership Model.
The Indian Navy is working closely
with DRDO and the Indian industry
to enhance the technological base in
the country. Concurrently, there is also
a need to enhance the capacity and
expertise of our public sector shipyards
to reduce build-times, and also involve
the private sector to make good current
short-falls in our force levels. Naval force
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modernisation and force accretion is a
slow and deliberate process, and the
Indian Navy has continued to focus on
self-reliance and indigenous solutions in
its endeavours.
How does Indian Navy counter the
military preparedness of China, which is
increasing its presence in the blue waters?
Indian Navy’s areas of interest
encompass the IOR and its adjunct waters.
China has enhanced its deployments
in the IOR over the recent past. The
Indian Navy maintains a constant and
close watch on developments, fine tunes
concept of operations and formulates
capability perspective plans in step with
the strategic scenario and in keeping with
India’s national interests.
The Indian Navy’s military preparedness
and capability accretion plans are
founded in our national interests, and not
against any one nation. As a professional
force, we evaluate the maritime security
environment in the IOR, on a continuous
basis. The outcomes of these evaluations
are factored in our planning to ensure
that the Indian Navy remains poised
to deter and counter threats. Our
unique geographic location bestows
upon us unmatched advantage in the
maritime domain as we sit astride some
of the world’s most critical Sea Lines of
Communication (SLOCs). Our force-
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modernisation is underway, based on
our needs and assessments, without any
desire to match other navies’ force levels,
platform for platform.
The Indigenous Aircraft Carrier (IAC)
has commenced it sea trials. How crucial
an asset is the IAC for the Navy and when
can we expect its commissioning?
Aircraft carriers are central to our
Navy’s concept of operations and the
Indian Navy considers carriers as central
to safeguard national maritime interests
against the backdrop of changing geopolitics in the IOR and beyond. The
Carrier Battle Groups (CBGs) are a
significant source of power projection
and provide freedom of manoeuvre in the
vast area of operations or interest.
The first maiden sea voyage in Aug
2021 was a check sortie for trials of
hull, navigation and communication
propulsion systems. These trials have
established confidence in the ship design
as the ship handling during the sortie was
exceptionally good. This was followed
by the second Sea Trials sortie in end
Oct - early Nov 2021 as an endurance
sortie. Trials have progressed as planned
and system parameters have proved
to be satisfactory. The carrier would
continue to undergo further sea trials to
comprehensively benchmark performance
of equipment and systems prior handing

over the ship to the Indian Navy. Delivery
and commissioning of IAC I is being
planned as part of ‘Azadi Ka Amrit
Mahotsav’, celebrations to commemorate
75th anniversary of India’s independence.
How does the Navy support the
indigenisation and AatmaNirbhar Bharat?
How does the decision to promote
indigenisation and discourage imports
affect the Navy’s procurement and
acquisition plans?
The Indian Navy has been a proponent
of self-reliance and indigenisation
through emphasis on ship and submarines
construction, manufacturing of weapons
and systems, import substitution etc. It
is worth mentioning that in the last five
financial years, more than two-thirds of
the Navy’s modernisation budget has
been spent on indigenous procurement. It
is a matter of great pride that 95% of the
ships and submarines on order are being
built at Indian shipyards. Currently, 37 of
39 ships and submarines are being built in
Indian shipyards.
We have introduced multiple schemes
for encouraging/ boosting domestic
manufacturing. Under the Defence
Acquisition Procedure 2020, capital
procedures such as the Make Schemes,
Technology Development Fund (TDF) and
Innovation for Defence Excellence (iDEX)
have built-in provisions to give an impetus

to indigenisation. Multiple contracts
have been concluded/ progressed under
these schemes for promoting enhanced
domestic production.
In order to boost production of defence
equipment as part of ‘AatmaNirbhar
Bharat’, we have promulgated two
positive lists, which include 209 items.
In addition, the Navy is progressing
indigenisation under the revenue budget
at all levels to cater for operational
requirements. The larger focus of this
belief and drive towards self-reliance is
to be able to deliver security solutions
to our immediate maritime region and
thus further create relationships that will
support our cooperative outlook for the
region.
What impact did the Covid pandemic
have on Navy’s operations? What are
Navy’s contributions in fighting the
pandemic?
There has been no change in our
tempo of operations towards ensuring
maritime security of the Nation. The
Navy remains combat-ready and is fully
capable of undertaking missions across
the spectrum of naval operations. This

includes augmenting the national mission
to fight the pandemic and supporting
our friendly neighbours in the IOR. Our
assets continue to be Mission-Deployed,
covering a vast oceanic swath from the
Straits of Malacca in the East to Bab-elMandeb in the West. Our Intelligence
& Surveillance (ISR) assets continue to
maintain full-spectrum domain awareness
for real-time compilation of operational
picture in the entire IOR. The Indian
Navy’s Information Fusion CentreIndian Ocean Region (IFC-IOR) and
Information Management and Analysis
Centre (IMAC) also contribute towards
maintaining situational awareness in our
area of operations.
Due to its inherent agility and reach,
the Indian Navy plays an important role
in mitigation of many HADR situations.
The Covid-19 pandemic brought to fore
unprecedented challenges for the entire
nation including the Services. Since its
outbreak in early 2020, the Indian Navy
has been at the forefront of fighting the
pandemic and has assisted the national
cause wholeheartedly. During the first
wave of the COVID-19 pandemic there
was a requirement to evacuate stranded

Indian nationals from various countries.
The Indian Navy launched Op Samudra
Setu in May 2020 and Indian Naval
Ships evacuated 3,992 Indian Nationals
including 3,551 men, 387 women and
54 children from Iran, Maldives and Sri
Lanka.
In end April 2021, when the
extraordinary surge of the second wave
of Covid-19 put pressure on country’s
health infrastructure and capacity, the
Indian Navy launched Operation Samudra
Setu-II to augment the national effort for
meeting medical oxygen requirements.
Indian Navy warships were deployed
for shipment of Liquid Medical Oxygen
(LMO) filled containers, concentrators,
PPE, COVID test kits, Ventilators and
other medical equipment from Friendly
Foreign Countries from Persian Gulf
to South East Asia. Indian Naval Ships
ferried critical stores from Bahrain, Brunei,
Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Singapore,
Oman, UAE and Vietnam. Deployed for
nearly two months, the ships transported
1,150 Metric Tons of LMO and 319.40
KL Oxygen in cylinders along with other
medical aid like Oxygen concentrators
(173), RAD Test Kits (10,000), PPEs
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(450) and Ventilators (140), contributing
significantly to the national effort in the
battle against the pandemic.
Closer home, the Indian Navy set up an
Oxygen Express for Lakshadweep and
Minicoy Islands. Medical aid, including
oxygen, was regularly transported to the
islands, to assist the local population.
No effort was spared to support the
local administration, even when cyclone
Tauktae was unleashing its fury in the
region. Additionally, Area Commanders
maintained close liaison with Chief
Secretaries and District Collectors to
provide support in terms of movement
of essential medicines and supplies. IN
aircraft have ferried doctors, face-masks,
sanitisers, COVID-19 samples, test-kits
etc across the country. Our various units
have also been proactive in providing
food and assistance to the needy, in
vicinity.
The Navy also facilitated COVID
vaccination of civilians at some locations
to augment civil efforts. Spare capacity in
terms of COVID beds were also extended
to civil administration at various naval
hospitals and oxygen manifolds were
used to service additional beds. Personnel
from the Navy were deputed for duties
at COVID hospitals established at New
Delhi, Patna, Ahmedabad and Kavaratti
Island for providing aid to civil population.
This included 58 doctors, 30 nursing
officers, 64 medical assistants and 62
Battle Field Nursing Assistants (BFNAs).
In response to requests from Friendly
Foreign Countries (FFCs) and maritime
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neighbours, Indian Navy ships undertook
trans-shipment of LMO and other
medical equipment to ten nations in IOR
and SCS under Mission SAGAR.
China is increasing its presence in the
blue waters. How strong is the naval
aviation arm to counter China’s military
preparedness?
I would like to reiterate that the
Indian Navy’s deployments, operational
missions, and capability accretions are not
against any one nation but are in support
of national interests in the maritime
domain. That being said, I will highlight a
few facets of the Indian Navy’s aviation
arm.
P8I has proven its ASW capability in
various exercises including multilateral
exercises. These exercises have been held
in different parts of the world, exposing
the P 8I crew to varied underwater
profiles. The MH 60R helicopters are
poised to add more teeth to the Navy’s
organic ASW capabilities. Naval Aviation
also has extensive experience in operating
RPAs.
Operations of RPA and P8Is have
made it possible to carry out persistent
surveillance across the entire IOR,
with real-time information flow. Our
aviation assets play an important role in
assisting FFCs in their efforts to carry out
surveillance in their own EEZs.
Naval aviation assets have been
regularly
participating
with
likeminded partner countries to enhance
interoperability. In addition, numerous

proactive steps including Subject Matter
Experts Exchange (SMEE) are being
undertaken to plan exercises, understand
the concept of operations including
the latest technology being utilised on
platforms.
Indian Navy fighter aircraft have
distinguished themselves in numerous
international exercises involving large
force engagements. The integrated
fleet air defence exercises and offensive
missions have been fine tuned to prepare
for envisaged scenarios. The Air Early
Warning assets along with carrier borne
fighters provide the required punch to
support our Fleets operating in the IOR.
The weapon/ sensor suite of the MiG
29K is also being upgraded by both
the indigenous route as well through
acquisition of specific technologies/
capabilities.
The in-house flight testing capabilities
have enabled the Indian Navy to embark
on a plan to continuously assess and
upgrade the weapon and sensor fit of
its aircraft. Naval aviation has been
modernising and expanding with the clear
aim of providing surveillance as well as
ability to prosecute targets in all three
dimensions in our areas of interest.
Further, Indian Navy continuously
evaluates developments in the maritime
domain. The outcomes of these
evaluations are dovetailed into existing
plans to ensure currency and relevance.
These outcomes are also used to crystal
gaze and identify capabilities required in
the future.

BEL Receives Rs 2400 Crore Contract
from HAL for LCA Tejas

T

he LCA Tejas Mk1A programme
got a shot in the arm as Bharat
Electronics Ltd (BEL) received
an order worth Rs. 2,400 crores from
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) for
the manufacture and supply of 20 types
of airborne electronic systems to be fitted
on the fighter aircraft.
The order was received by Manoj
Jain, General Manager (EW&A)/BELBengaluru from E P Jayadeva, General
Manager (LCA Tejas), HAL, in the
presence of R Madhavan, CMD, HAL and
Anandi Ramalingam, CMD, BEL.
The order spanning five years from 2023
to 2028 involves supply of critical avionic

Line Replaceable Units (LRUs) related
to Digital Flight Control Computers, Air
Data Computers, Weapon Computers,
LRUs related to Radar Warning Receiver
(RWR) and Head Up Display. The LRUs
have been indigenously designed and
developed by Aeronautical Development
Agency (ADA), DRDO Labs, Aeronautical
Development
Establishment
(ADE),
Combat Aircraft Systems Development
and Integration Centre (CASDIC)
and Central Scientific Instruments
Organisation (CSIO).
This is the biggest ever order received by
BEL for Avionic Systems and will go a long
way in ensuring the Indian Air Force‘s Air

Superiority and giving a boost to the
Hon’ble Prime Minister’s vision of an
‘Atmanirbhar Bharat’.
The order for supply of Avionic Systems
for 83 Tejas MK1A fighter aircraft will
be executed by two Strategic Business
Units (SBUs) of BEL: Electronic Warfare &
Avionics, Bengaluru, and BEL-Panchkula,
Haryana. All the systems will be delivered
by BEL to HAL in a ready-to-board
condition.
Anandi Ramalingam, CMD, BEL, said:
“We are pleased to receive this order
from HAL for the prestigious LCA Tejas
Fighter aircraft programme. It will give a
big boost to the Government of India’s
indigenisation drive. BEL is all geared up
to supply the critical Avionics LRUs as per
the delivery schedule. We look forward
to continuing our strong partnership with
HAL for more such programmes.”
R Madhavan, CMD HAL, congratulated
BEL for the order and said: “The LCA
Tejas programme is an excellent example
of the synergy between eminent Indian
Defence establishments such as HAL,
DRDO and BEL. The current order for
the development and supply of 20 types
of critical Avionics LRUs for Tejas Mk1A
is a shot in the arm for the Make in India
and Atmanirbhar Bharat initiatives of the
Government of India.”
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IAI to showcase its advanced cuttingedge technologies at Singapore Airshow
Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) is a leader in defence,
aerospace, and commercial markets. IAI leverages stateof-the-art technology and decades of combat-proven
experience delivering solutions to national defence and
security challenges.
Delivering large turnkey projects, IAI acts as a prime
contractor, subcontractor, and team members in dozens
of large programmes for the aerospace, land, sea, and
cyber domains and multi-domain applications. IAI offers
a vast portfolio producing air and missile defence,
unmanned aerial systems (UAS), ground robotics,
precision-guided weapons, and loitering munitions.
Now, IAI is set to participate in the Singapore Airshow
2022 from February 15-18. At the mega event, IAI
will showcase its advanced cutting-edge technologies,
while emphasising its naval and aviation capabilities.
Ahead of the airshow, IAI President and CEO Boaz Levy
spoke about the company’s operations, products, R&D,
unmanned aerial systems (UAS), and more.
Boaz Levy
IAI's President & CEO
Could you talk about IAI’s operations in
the South East Asian region?
As one of Asia’s most influential defence
exhibitions, the Singapore Airshow
will provide IAI with an opportunity to
showcase its state-of-the-art technologies
in the hub of the East, while broadening
new and existing partnerships with Asian
and other global partners. IAI has a local
delegation in Singapore, along with other
regional offices in India, South Korea, and
Australia.
In 2020, IAI came together with ST
Engineering to create a joint venture –
Proteus – and co-developed the next
generation surface-to-surface missile
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system called BLUE SPEAR 5th Generation
Surface-to-Surface Missile (5G SSM).
This partnership offers highly competitive
and advanced naval missile systems to
the worldwide market and is an example
of IAI’s fruitful collaborations with local
companies.
Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) proved
to be a valuable tool of national security
and IAI is a pioneer in the UAV sector.
What are IAI’s products in strategic and
tactical UAV sectors?
Building on over four decades of
experience, IAI’s unmanned aerial systems
(UAS) have accumulated over 2,000,000

operational flight hours over regions as
diverse as deserts and mountain ranges,
and conditions that range from tropical
to arctic. Our wide range of UAS gather
intelligence, target missions and survey
borders in support of key military and law
enforcement operations for customers
all over the world and range from larger
strategic platforms to smaller tactical
systems.
As an example of a tactical UAS, the
ThunderB VTOL (developed by IAI
partner BlueBird Aero Structures) is a
hybrid fixed-wing UAS with vertical
takeoff and landing capabilities, which
offers high operational flexibility and
combine the advantages of a fixed wing
UAV with the benefits of a multi-copter.
The ThunderB-VTOL is an innovative and
versatile system for conducting covert,
real-time extended range and endurance,
day-and-night Intelligence, Surveillance,
Target Acquisition and Reconnaissance
(ISTAR) operations, providing rapid, GPS
marked, High-Definition (HD) video,
photogrammetric
tactical
mapping
on demand (TMOD) and additional
intelligence assets.

Could you talk about IAI’s variety of
Special Mission Aircraft for aerial, ground
and maritime surveillance, providing
Multi-Mission capabilities?
IAI offers a variety of Special Mission
Aircraft for aerial, ground and maritime
surveillance, providing Multi-Mission
capabilities. IAI has unique experience
in converting business jets and military
aircraft into cutting-edge Multi-Mission
AEW&C, AGS/ISTAR, MPA, SIGINT &
EW Special Mission Aircraft. IAI’s turnkey
solutions integrate advanced AESA
Radars, high-performance SIGINT, EO/
IR sensors, advanced Mission System and
comprehensive Communications Suite, as
well as Ground Stations. IAI is a pioneer in
the use of business jets as Special Mission
Aircraft.
The Maritime Patrol Aircraft (MPA) is a
cost-effective, high-performance, longrange, multi-role maritime surveillance
solution installed on high-performance
business jets and turboprop aircraft. The
MPA solution provides a comprehensive
multi-mission all-weather mission suite
for Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ)
control, long-range maritime security,
environmental control, fishery supervision,
border protection, search & rescue, AntiSubmarine Warfare (ASW), and AntiSurface Warfare (ASuW).
The cutting-edge mission suite produces
intelligence and situational awareness
for maritime arena management, battle
management, and weapon fire control.
The processed information is displayed
to onboard operators and disseminated
to command and control centres over

network-centric datalinks.
What are IAI’s products in loitering and
laser & GPS-guided weapon systems?
Could you talk about ELM-20600 Radar
Targeting Pod?
With 30 years of experience in
developing
combat-proven
loitering
munitions systems, IAI’s range of solutions
are uniquely capable of searching,
identifying and neutralising targets,
precisely and effectively. Employing
various guidance systems and capabilities
– our loitering systems provide solutions to
a wide array of battle scenarios. The MINI
HARPY provides tactical forces with the
ability to suppress the area of interest for
long duration and to strike immediately
emitting and non-emitting targets. It is
the only loitering munition with a dual
EO/IR and anti-radiation seeker. Capable
of automatic search and engage of both
stationary and moving targets of all types,
the MINI HARPY is stored, transported and
launched from a sealed canister carried on
any ground or maritime platform.
The growth and R&D in the space sector
around the globe is fast expanding. What
are IAI’s latest operations in the sector?
The powerhouse behind the State of
Israel’s space systems, with over 30 years
of experience, IAI’s Space Division covers
the whole space sphere, including a broad
range of satellites – communications,
surveillance and scientific research, nano
and mini, ground control stations, mission
centres, and launchers. Our integrated
solutions and systems are currently

deployed across the Israel Defense Forces
as well as by other military organisations
around the world. Whether for national
security or commercial applications, such
as communications and broadcasting, we
develop comprehensive, cost-effective
solutions that deliver top performance. IAI
is invested in research and development
and has an Innovation Centre that focuses
on this topic.
What is the range of products to be
displayed at the Singapore Airshow? What
are IAI’s plans for the airshow?
IAI is excited to participate in the
Singapore Airshow and showcase its
advanced cutting-edge technologies,
while emphasising its naval and aviation
capabilities. IAI will present its advanced
integrated solution for aerial threats –
the BARAK LRAD and BARAK ER Air
and Missile Defense Systems. IAI will
exhibit its multi-function naval radar MFSTAR alongside the sea-to-sea missile
system Blue Spear (5G SSM), developed
by Proteus together with Singapore’s ST
Engineering. In addition, IAI will showcase
its
long-range
multi-role
maritime
surveillance solution, the MPA (Maritime
Patrol Aircraft) as well as unique UAS
capabilities with the ThunderB VTOL,
developed by IAI’s partner BlueBird Aero
Structures.
Further, IAI’s advanced tactical loitering
munition Mini Harpy, designed for both
field and marine units. In the civilian
sphere, IAI will display its industry-leading
B777 Passenger-to-Freighter Conversions,
among other solutions and capabilities.
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IAI to Exhibit BLUE SPEAR
at Singapore Airshow
For the first time,
IAI will display the
advanced surfaceto-surface missile
system, BLUE SPEAR
(5G SSM), amongst
other cutting-edge
technologies

I

srael Aerospace Industries (IAI), a
world-class aerospace and defense
company, will exhibit at Singapore
Airshow, taking place on February 15-18,
2022 (IAI at Booth #B-N39). As one of
Asia’s most influential defense exhibitions,
the Singapore Airshow will provide IAI
with an opportunity to showcase its stateof-the-art technologies in the hub of the
East, while broadening new and existing
partnerships with Asian and other global
partners.
IAI will showcase a variety of its holistic
Systems of Systems, emphasizing its naval
and aviation capabilities. IAI will present
its advanced integrated solution for aerial
threats – the BARAK-LRAD and BARAKER Air and Missile Defense Systems. IAI
will exhibit its multi-function naval radar
MF-STAR alongside the surface-to-surface
missile system BLUE SPEAR (5G SSM),
co-developed by IAI and Singapore’s
ST Engineering, marketed and sold by
Proteus Advanced Systems. In addition,
IAI will showcase its long-range multi-role
maritime surveillance solution, the MPA
(Maritime Patrol Aircraft) as well as unique
UAS capabilities with the ThunderB VTOL,
developed by IAI subsidiary BlueBird
Aero Structures. Further, IAI’s advanced
tactical loitering munition Mini Harpy,
designed for both field and marine units,
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will be on display. In the civilian sphere,
IAI will display its industry-leading B777
Passenger-to-Freighter
Conversions,
among other solutions and capabilities.
Boaz Levy, IAI President and CEO: “IAI
looks forward to participating in the iconic
Singapore Airshow and showcasing our
cutting-edge technologies – leading the
future battlespace and leading the industry
in developing high-end Systems of
Systems that provide holistic solutions, and
the Singapore Airshow provides IAI with
a unique opportunity to exhibit our state-

of-the-art technologies alongside other
companies from the region and the whole
world. IAI’s missile and defense systems,
and other advanced aerial, naval, land,
and space platforms are a testament to
the company’s decades-long experience,
operational expertise, and innovative
spirit that make IAI a globally-recognized
leader in the industry. We look forward to
building new partnerships and broadening
existing collaborations as we continue
to innovate and develop advanced
technological solutions.”

Singapore Airshow 2022: Asia’s Largest
Airshow from February 15 to 18

S

ingapore: The biennial Singapore
Airshow, Asia’s largest and most
influential international aerospace
and defence event will be held at the
Changi Exhibition Centre (CEC) from
February 15 to 18.
High-level government and military
delegations, senior corporate executives
around the world will attend the Singapore
Airshow 2022 to forge partnerships and
seal deals in the region.
As Asia’s largest Airshow, this is the place
to be for leading aerospace companies and
budding players eager to make their mark
in the international aerospace and defence
market.
The event offers a unique platform for
industry thought leadership through its
high-level conference, forums and colocated events.
Leading industry players, government
and military chiefs gather in Singapore
to contribute to dialogues, exchange
ideas and seek solutions and strategies
to advance the interests of the global
aerospace and defence sector.

Among the highlights of the Airshow is
“Aviation CEO Forum”, a gathering of
leaders to debate the state of the industry
as the hoped-for market rebound takes
shape. This takes place on February 15.
The debate will focus on the pace of the
industry recovery, business resilience and
balance sheet rebuilding, network and
fleet development and the industry’s drive
for sustainable aviation solutions. Capt
Izham Ismail, MD & Group CEO, Malaysia
Airlines & Malaysia Aviation Group
(MAG), and Robert Martin, MD & CEO,
BOC Aviation, will participate.
Key discussion points are ‘Market
recovery and dynamics as travel restrictions
come and go’, ‘How airlines and industry
players can build, back, better in 2022 and
beyond’, and ‘the impact and development
of sustainable aviation solutions’.
On February 16 and 17, there will be
‘Sustainable Aviation Forum’. A panel of
aviation experts will take a deep-dive into
the challenges and opportunities within
sustainable aviation including regulatory
regimes, technology innovation, R&D

collaborations with the ultimate goal of
achieving net-zero emissions.
Key discussion points are ‘What will air
transport in the future look like?’, ‘Key
roles of regulators in future technology air
mobility’, ‘Engine technology innovations
– Challenges and opportunities, and
‘Infrastructure and services to build
advanced air mobility ecosystems’.
There will also be aerobatic flying displays,
and static displays with a spectacular lineup of commercial aircraft and military
jets. Airbus, Dassault, Embraer, Honda
Aircraft Company, Piaggio Aerospace,
PT Dirgantara Indonesia (PTDI) and Bell
Textron Inc. will be part of the static
displays.
In the ‘Hosted Buyers Programme’ during
the Airshow, buyers who are seeking
specific products and services will be able
to fully maximise their time at the show
with the help of the personalised meetings
schedules.
In the ‘VIP Delegation Programme’,
there will be meetings facilitated between
exhibitors and the VIP delegations.
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Foundation stone laid for BRAHMOS
Manufacturing Centre in Lucknow

D

efence Minister Rajnath Singh
laid the foundation stone for
the Defence Technology & Test
Centre and BRAHMOS Manufacturing
Centre, established by Defence Research
& Development Organisation (DRDO) in
Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh. The foundation
for the two units was laid in the presence
of Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath. A first of its kind Defence
Technologies & Test Centre (DTTC), over
approximately 22 acres is being set up to
accelerate the growth of the defence and
aerospace manufacturing clusters in Uttar
Pradesh Defence Industrial Corridor (UP
DIC). It will consist of the following six
sub centres:
1. Deep-Tech Innovation & Startup
Incubation Centre
2. Design & Simulation Centre
3. Testing & Evaluation Centre
4. Centre for Industry 4.0/Digital
Manufacturing
5. Skill Development Centre
6. Business Development Centre
The BRAHMOS Manufacturing Centre,
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announced by BrahMos Aerospace, is
a modern, state-of-art facility in the
Lucknow node of UP DIC. It will cover
over 200 acres and produce the new
BRAHMOS-NG
(Next
Generation)
variant, which carries forward the lineage
of the BRAHMOS weapons system.
This new centre would be ready over
the next two to three years and will
commence production at a rate of 80-100
BRAHMOS-NG missiles per year.
Congratulating the scientists and
engineers of DRDO & BrahMos
Aerospace, Rajnath Singh exuded
confidence that the two units will play
a pivotal role in bolstering national
security, defence production as well as
the economy of Uttar Pradesh. He said,
the state-of-the-art facilities will prove to
be an important milestone in the defence
sector. He added that the establishment
of these units will generate revenue;
provide
employment
opportunities
to the youth and help in achieving
‘Aatmanirbhar Bharat’ envisioned by
Prime Minister Narendra Modi. He said

that the message of Make in India, Make
for India and Make for World has been
sent out globally.
On the ‘Defence Technology and Test
Centre’, the Defence Minister said, the
Centre will provide the technological base
to develop defence products keeping in
mind the young innovators and startups
in Amausi region of Uttar Pradesh. He
added that the Centre will make all
endeavours to fulfil the creative energy,
capabilities, and aspirations of the youth
of Uttar Pradesh. It will help in bringing
the MSMEs of Uttar Pradesh together
and bring the state at the forefront
in the field of defence and aerospace
manufacturing, he said. He added that
the Centre, through skill development,
will create direct and indirect employment
in the field of defence and aerospace
manufacturing.
Recalling India’s history, Rajnath Singh
said “we have never been an aggressor,
but are ready to defend our people against
any nation with hostile intentions”. He
added that the purpose of the BRAHMOS

supersonic cruise missile system is to act
as a deterrent. He said, the system not
only reflects the technical cooperation
between India and Russia, but also the
long standing cultural, political and
diplomatic ties. He termed BRAHMOS
as the world’s best and fastest precisionguided weapon which has strengthened
India’s credible deterrence in the 21st
century.
He said that BRAHMOS has empowered
the Armed Forces and raised India’s
military stature at the international level.
On BRAHMOS-NG, he said, the more
advanced missile system, which has
proven its firepower in land, water and
air will greatly strengthen the modern
combat capability of the Indian Army in
the coming years. He appreciated that the
establishment of UP DIC has opened up
new avenues for all-round technological
progress of the state, besides providing
employment opportunities for the
youth of the region. “At the time of
its inauguration, we had estimated an
investment of Rs 3,732 crore. Investment
of more than Rs 1,400 crore has already
been received and the process is
progressing rapidly,” he informed.
India has attained a respectable position
in areas of defence technologies, including
the development of state-of-the-art
missile systems in the last few years and
has made commendable progress in
building its defence industrial base. He
applauded scientists of DRDO for their
crucial role in increasing India’s military
stature by strengthening the Armed
Forces and achieving ‘Aatmanirbharta’
in the development and production of
modern missile systems. Shri Rajnath
Singh ended his address by calling on all
in attendance to resolve to raise the State
of Uttar Pradesh to new heights.

The minister expressed confidence
that the foundation stone laying of the
two units heralds a new chapter in the
defence of the nation as well as defence
manufacturing and the economy of the
state of Uttar Pradesh and the city of
Lucknow.
Speaking on the occasion, UP Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath thanked
Defence Minister Rajnath Singh for
the initiatives of Ministry of Defence
such as UP DIC, DefExpo-2020 and
the establishment of a unit of Bharat
Dynamics Limited in Jhansi. He said, the
work had started in all six nodes of the
UP DIC and that the foundation stone
laying of the two units is a fulfilment of
the vision of ‘Aatmanirbhar Bharat’ in the
defence sector. The Chief Minister added
that the units will provide avenues for
employment for youth of the state and
expressed confidence that the units will
make a significant contribution to the
progress of the state as also the nation.
Shri Yogi Adityanath highlighted Uttar
Pradesh’s potential for progress in the
defence sector due to the large number
of Medium, Small Scale and Micro
Enterprises (MSMEs) in the state. He
assured all possible support of the state
government to defence sector industries
coming to the state.
Secretary Department of Defence R&D
and Chairman DRDO Dr G Satheesh
Reddy thanked the Defence Minister for
making land available for the DTTC in
Lucknow. He expressed gratitude to UP
Chief Minister for providing 200 acres of
land for the BRAHMOS manufacturing
centre. He assured all support from
DRDO to the industries coming up in the
region.
The
state-of-the-art
Defence
Technologies & Test Centre is being

set up to implement the MoU
exchanged between Uttar Pradesh
Expressways Industrial Development
Authority (UPEIDA) and DRDO during
DefExpo-2020 at Lucknow . The DTTC,
Lucknow will follow the design-build-testlearn cycle for technology consultancy &
handholding of the Deep-Tech Startups &
industries.
It will facilitate industries through
establishing a centralized state of the
art technology infrastructure which will
accelerate the product development
and reduce the induction time & the
turnaround time for the futuristic systems
development through its 6 subcentres.
This unique setup will act as a bridge
for Industries & Startups to grasp the
DRDO’s IPRs, Patents & ToTs. It will
extend holistic handholding to Industries,
Startups & Academia in UP DIC. It will
promote the growth of Industries &
Startups in UPDIC and Ease of Doing
Business and contribute to building an
AtmaNirbhar Bharat.
The BRAHMOS supersonic cruise missile
system is one of the most successful
missile programmes in the world. India
has undertaken jointly in partnership
with its closest strategic ally Russia. As
the world’s best and fastest precisionguided weapon, BRAHMOS has fortified
India’s deterrence power in 21st century.
Designed and developed by India-Russia
JV entity BrahMos Aerospace, supersonic
cruise missile BRAHMOS has continued
to evolve as the most versatile weapon in
its genre. To carry forward this excellent
lineage, BrahMos Aerospace has initiated
work on a new, more advanced variant
of the missile - BRAHMOS-NG. This
new missile, having smaller, lighter, and
smarter dimensions, would be designed
for deployment on a wider number of
modern military platforms, including land,
sea, underwater and air. It will hugely
bolster Indian military’s modern combat
capability and flexibility in the next few
years.
Union Minister of State for Housing
& Urban Affairs Kaushal Kishore, UP
Industrial Development Minister Satish
Mahana; other Ministers of the state
government; MPs, MLAs and public
representatives from the state; officials
of Ministry of Defence, DRDO and the
state government were present on the
occasion.
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Supersonic missile assisted
torpedo system successfully launched

D

efence
Research
and
Development Organisation
(DRDO)
developed
supersonic missile assisted torpedo
system was successfully launched
from Wheeler Island in Odisha. The
system is a next generation missilebased standoff torpedo delivery
system. During the mission, full
range capability of the missile was
successfully
demonstrated.
The
system has been designed to enhance
anti-submarine warfare capability far
beyond the conventional range of
the torpedo.
This was a textbook launch, where
the entire trajectory was monitored
by the electro optic telemetry system,
various range radars, including the
down range instrumentation and
down range ships. The missile carried
a torpedo, parachute delivery system
and release mechanisms.
This canister-based missile system
consists of advanced technologies
viz. two stage solid propulsion,
electro-mechanical actuators, and

precision inertial navigation. The
missile is launched from ground
mobile launcher, and it can cover a
range of distances.
Several
DRDO
laboratories
developed
various
technologies
for this advanced missile system.
Industry
participated
in
the
development and production of
various sub-systems.
Raksha Mantri Shri Rajnath Singh
congratulated the teams involved in
the successful test of the supersonic
missile assisted torpedo system and
said, the development of the system
is a perfect example of building
futuristic defence systems in the
country.
Secretary, Department of Defence
R&D & Chairman DRDO, Dr G
Satheesh Reddy has congratulated
all those involved in the successful
test. He said, the system will
further enhance the strength of our
Navy and promote self-reliance in
defence, harnessing of expertise and
capabilities.

Successful Flight Test of Vertical Launch
Short Range Surface to Air Missile

D

efence Research & Development
Organisation
(DRDO)
has
successfully flight tested the
Vertical Launch Short Range Surface
to Air Missile from the Integrated Test
Range, Chandipur, off the coast of
Odisha. The launch was conducted from
a vertical launcher against an electronic
target at a very low altitude. The flight
path of the vehicle along with health
parameters were monitored using several
tracking instruments deployed by ITR,
Chandipur. All sub-systems performed as
per expectation.
The launch of the system was conducted
to validate integrated operation of all
weapon system components including
the vertical launcher unit with controller,
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canisterised flight vehicle, weapon control
system etc. required for future launches
of the missile from Indian Naval Ships.
The test launch was monitored by senior
officials from DRDO & Indian Navy. The
first trial was conducted on 22 February
2021 and this is confirmatory trial to
prove the consistent performance of the
configuration and integrated operation.
Defence Minister Rajnath Singh has
congratulated DRDO, Indian Navy and
industry for the successful flight test
and stated that this system will further
enhance defence capability of Indian
Naval Ships against aerial threats.
Secretary Department of Defence
Research & Development & Chairman
DRDO, Dr G Satheesh Reddy has

complemented the teams involved in the
successful flight test and said that this has
paved the way for integration of weapon
system onboard Indian Naval Ships.

Pinaka ER, Area Denial
Munitions Test Successful

S

uccessful tests of Pinaka Extended
Range (Pinaka-ER), Area Denial
Munitions (ADM) and indigenously
developed fuzes have been carried out at
various test ranges by DRDO. The PinakaER Multi Barrel Rocket Launcher System
was successfully tested at Pokharan
range. The system is jointly designed by
laboratories of Defence Research and
Development Organisation- Armament
Research & Development Establishment
(ARDE), Pune and High Energy Materials
Research Laboratory (HEMRL), Pune.
The DRDO, after establishing the
performance efficacy of the enhanced
range Pinaka, transferred the technology
of the system to the industry. The Industry
Partner has manufactured enhanced
Pinaka Mk-1 rockets with DRDO’s
handholding during the production and
Quality Assurance. In continuation of
the Transfer of Technology absorption,
rockets developed by the industry have
undergone the performance evaluation
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and quality certification process. The hand
holding during the production, quality
assurance and launch coordination for bulk
production is being provided by the DRDO
design team and QA agencies nominated
for the system.
The DRDO, along with the Army,
conducted
series
of
performance
evaluation trials of these industry produced
rockets at Field Firing Ranges during the
last three days. In these trials, enhanced
range Pinaka rockets were test fired at
different ranges with various warhead
capabilities. All the trial objectives
were met satisfactorily. A number of 24
rockets were fired for different ranges
and warhead capabilities to meet the
objectives of accuracy and consistency.
With this, the initial phase of technology
absorption of Pinaka-ER by the Industry
Partner has successfully been completed
making the Industry Partner ready for
series production of the rocket system.
The Pinaka-ER is the upgraded version
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of earlier Pinaka version which has been in
service with the Indian Army for the last
decade. The system has been designed in
the light of emerging requirements with
advanced technologies enhancing the
range.
The Area Denial Munition (ADM)
variants of munition designed by the
ARDE, Pune for Pinaka and manufactured
by the industry partners under technology
transfer were successfully carried out at
Pokhran Field Firing Ranges. These trials
are part of performance evaluation under
technology absorption.
The indigenously developed proximity
fuzes for Pinaka rockets have also
been tested. The ARDE, Pune has
developed different fuzes for Pinaka
rocket for different types of applications.
After design validation trials, dynamic
performance evaluation of these fuzes
have been evaluated with flight testing.
Consistency in performance of fuzes has
been established in consecutive flight
trials.
These has been developed through
dedicated indigenous R&D efforts for the
first time in the country. These indigenously
developed fuzes will replace the imported
fuzes and save foreign exchange. The
ARDE has also designed miniaturised fuzes
for ADMs. Performance of dual-purpose
Direct-Action Self Destruction (DASD)
& Anti-Tank Munition (ATM) fuzes were
evaluated during the current flight trials
and the results were satisfactory. All the
mission objectives were successfully in all
the above trials.
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Defence Minister hands over DRDO
developed products to Armed Forces
•

•

The Union Minister for Defence, Rajnath Singh handing over the Defence Research
and Development Organisation developed products to Armed Forces and other security
agencies at an event, in New Delhi.

D

efence Minister Rajnath Singh
handed over five Defence
Research and Development
Organisation (DRDO) developed products
to the Armed forces and other security
agencies at an event held at DRDO
Bhawan, New Delhi as part of Azadi Ka
Amrit Mahotsav celebrations and iconic
week of Ministry of Defence. He also
handed over six Transfer of Technology
(ToT) agreements to seven public and

private sector companies. Earlier DRDO
organised a Seminar on “Preparing for the
Future” where Vice Chiefs of the Armed
Forces and DRDO Scientists shared their
views.
Speaking on the occasion, the minister
said, such seminars help in meeting of the
minds and evolving a common strategy to
face enemy threats.
Shri Rajnath Singh said, “When we talk
about integration and jointness, it is not

Five DRDO developed
products handed over
to the Armed forces and
other security agencies
Six Transfer of Technology
(ToT) agreements executed
with seven public and
private sector companies

limited to initiatives taken by government
alone. Its success has to be achieved by
meeting of minds of our defence forces.
It is an effort to jointly enhance our
capabilities to face the challenges posed
by our adversaries.” “The integration we
talk about, is not limited to our the forces
but also it means synergy among every
concerned organisation in the country,” he
added.
He added that there has been a big
change over the last few years in the
approach of DRDO whereby it was not
only working on technologies to mitigate
current threats but also on first-of-its-kind
technologies to face the future challenges.
On the objective of making India a strong
platform of defence manufacturing base
and net defence exporter, the minister

The Union Minister for Defence, Rajnath Singh handing over the Defence Research and Development Organisation developed
products to Armed Forces and other security agencies at an event, in New Delhi. The Secretary, Department of Defence R&D and
Chairman, DRDO, Dr. G. Satheesh Reddy is also seen.
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said, DRDO has played a significant role
in this endeavour. “Its path passes through
collaboration among DRDO, the Armed
Forces, Private industry, start-ups and
academia. The ToT with private players
which took place today indicate that we are
ready to make a strong defence industrial
base in the country that will cater not only
the domestic defence requirements but
also will fulfill needs of friendly countries
by defence item exports.”
Paying tribute to late Chief of Defence
Staff (CDS), General Bipin Rawat and
others who lost their lives in an air crash
recently, the minister said that the process
of integration and modernisation of TriServices that was initiated with creation of
post of CDS and Department of Military
Affairs will move on seamlessly and will be
priority of the government to achieve the
target as soon as possible.
Emphasizing the role of technology in
warfare, Rajnath Singh said our aim should
be to make India a leader in the defence
technology and identified development
of Hypersonic cruise missile as one such
advanced technology for which all should
work together.
Rajnath Singh said the Government is
working in a concerted manner to realize
the objective of Make in India and Make
for the World by bringing in several
policy reforms such as increasing FDI in
Defence sector through automatic route
to 74%, Corporatisation of OFB, creation
of defence corridors in Uttar Pradesh
and Tamil Nadu, formulation of Defence
Production and Export Promotion Policy

2020, bringing out positive lists of defence
items for domestic manufacturing etc. He
added that these policies aim to make our
Armed Forces strong by strengthening
domestic defence industry.
Products handed over to the Armed
Forces & Ministry of Home Affairs are
Anti-Drone system, Modular Bridge, Smart
Anti Airfield Weapon, Chaff Variants
and the Light Weight Fire Fighting Suit.
The counter drone systems, developed
by DRDO for detection, deterrence and
destruction of incoming drones was
handed over to the CISC. He also handed
over the Modular Bridge to the Chief
of Army Staff General M M Naravane.
Modular bridge developed by R&DE
(Engineers) is a single span, mechanically
launched assault bridge of military load
class MLC-70, and can be launched in
different spans.
The minister handed over Smart Anti
Airfield Weapon (SAAW), an air launched,
long-range, stand-off, air-to-surface Smart
Bomb, to the Chief of the Air Staff Air

Chief Marshal V R Chaudhari. The variants
of Advanced Chaff were handed over
to the Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral R
Hari Kumar. Structural fire-fighting suit
developed by DRDO’s Centre for Fire,
Explosive and Environment Safety (CFEES),
Delhi was handed over to V S K Kaumudi,
Special Secretary, MHA.
The LAToT documents of seven DRDO
developed systems were handed over
during the event for the systems/
technologies namely Coastal Surveillance
Radar, Automatic Chemical Agent
Detection and Alarm (ACADA) & Chemical
Agent Monitor (CAM), Unit Maintenance
Vehicle, Unit Repair Vehicle, Fused Silica
based Ceramic Core technology and the
Fire Suppressing Gel.
Secretary, DDR&D and Chairman,
DRDO Dr G Satheesh Reddy; Vice Chiefs
of Army, Navy and Air Staff, other senior
civil and military officials of Ministry of
Defence and Home Affairs were also
present on the occasion.
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Indigenous IJT Completes
Six Turn Spin

T

he Intermediate Jet Trainer (IJT),
designed and developed by
HAL for stage –II training of IAF
pilots has successfully demonstrated the
capability to carry out six turn spins to the
LH and RH sides. The aircraft was piloted
by Gp. Capt HV Thakur (Retd) and Gp.
Capt A Menon (Retd).
Given the right resources and backing,
HAL is capable of designing products
that can meet any requirement of Indian
Armed Forces, says R Madhavan, CMD.
Arup Chatterjee, Director (Engineering
and R&D) added that by demonstrating
its capability to have six turn spins on
both sides the IJT has achieved a major
milestone. He attributed the success to
the synergy between designers, flight
operations and certifying agencies (RCMA
and DGAQA). He hoped that with the
completion of spin certification of HTT-40
and the progress achieved in IJT, HAL will
soon have the state-of-the-art trainers for
stage I and II training of IAF pilots.
The IJT which was conceived by HAL
as a replacement to the ageing Kirans of
IAF fleet, had completed demonstration
of its capabilities in terms of altitude and
speed envelope, load factor, satisfactory
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stall characteristics and limited armament
capability as required by IAF, much earlier.
The only pending task was spin testing.
During the course of spin testing, in 2016,
the aircraft
departed from controlled
flight which brought the programme to a
temporary halt. However, HAL decided to
proceed further using its internal resources
to complete the critical Spin testing.
The capability to enter and recover from
spin is a necessity for a trainer aircraft
in order to familiarise the trainee pilot
to recognise departure from controlled
flight and the actions required to
recover from such situations. Achieving
satisfactory characteristics during spin
and an assured recovery from spin form a
part of very crucial flight tests due to its
unpredictability.
The spin flight testing is inherently a high
risk maneuver and therefore progresses
incrementally turn by turn. Due to the
complex interplay of aerodynamic and
inertia forces, the motion of the aircraft
in spin is unpredictable and flight testing
is the only way to assess the acceptability
or otherwise of its characteristics. The spin
flights are carried out in good weather
conditions with a team of designers, flight

test engineers and safety pilot monitoring
the various parameters during the flight
and therefore time consuming. Several
flight tests are required to be carried out
before 6-turn spin flights are undertaken
as well as a number of flights are further
required before full spin certification is
achieved.
Subsequent to the temporary halting of
flight tests in 2016, HAL undertook major
modifications like shifting the vertical tail
aft on the airframe and increasing the
rudder area and flight testing resumed in
April 2019. These modifications entailed
the use of a new Anti-Spin Parachute
system (ASPS) which is mandated for
the safety of the aircraft and test crew
during spin flight testing. The new ASPS
was integrated into the aircraft in July
2020 and the successful streaming of
the parachutes were demonstrated in
September 2020. Despite the delays
due to COVID-19 pandemic, HAL could
commence the stall and spin testing of
the IJT in its new modified configuration
in November 2020.Wg. Cdr M Patel (Retd)
was the test director and Gp. Capt. K K
Venugopal (Retd) was the safety pilot in
command at telemetry.

Rostec Testing SSJ-New Core
Engine at 12 Km Altitude

M

oscow: Rostec’s United Engine Corporation has
successfully conducted the first stage of certification
testing of PD-8 core engine intended for the midrange aircraft SSJ-New.
A test bench unique for Russia was used to simulate the aircraft
engine operating conditions typical for altitudes of up to 12
kilometres.
The engine core, which is also called the “heart” of an aircraft
engine, consists of a high-pressure compressor, a combustion
chamber, and a high-pressure turbine that drives the propulsion

system.
The test facility was provided by the Central Institute of Aviation
Motors named after P.I. Baranov (part of the National Research
Center “Zhukovsky Institute”) and confirmed the pre-calculated
thermal model of the compressor.
“In the course of our works on the latest Russian aircraft
engine PD-8, we have reached a climax stage – the core engine
certification tests. The simulation of the operational conditions of
altitudes of up to 12,000 meters will facilitate evaluation of the
power characteristics of the high-pressure compressor. The PD-8
core engine will have to pass a few more certification tests until
March 2023. They will be conducted simultaneously with the
power unit prototype tests, as their first launches are scheduled as
early as March 2022,” said Vladimir Artyakov, First Deputy CEO
at Rostec.
The PD-8 two-spool turbofan engine is intended for SSJNew, a passenger aircraft projected to phase out imports, while
employing the newest Russian materials and advanced processing,
including additive manufacturing. A range of UEC enterprises
is engaged in the works, with the PD-14 engine practices and
technologies widely used.
JSC United Engine Corporation (part of Rostec State
Corporation) is an integrated structure specialising in the
development, mass production and maintenance of engines for
military and civil aircraft, space programmes and the navy, as well
as oil and gas and energy industries.

Mormugao, P15B class, Sails maiden
sea sortie on Goa Liberation Day

M

ormugao, Indian Navy's second indigenous
stealth destroyer of the P15B class, planned to be
commissioned in mid 2022, proceeded on her maiden
sea sortie on 19th December. The day is perhaps the most
befitting date for the ship to put to sea as the nation celebrates
60 years of Goa’s liberation from Portuguese rule. The Indian
Navy played a pivotal role in the liberation and dedicating the
ship's name to the maritime state of Goa will not just enhance
the bonding between the Indian Navy and the people of Goa,
but also link the ship's identity permanently to the crucial role the
Navy played in nation-building.

Mormugao is being built at Mazagon Dock Shipbuilders
Ltd (MDSL) as part of the Project 15B destroyers. The ship
incorporates several niche indigenous technologies and is a
shining example of Atma Nirbhar Bharat. She has provided thrust
and impetus to the 'Make in India' initiative.
Mormugao will add significantly to the Indian Navy’s combat
capabilities. With the recent commissioning in November 2021
of INS Visakhapatnam and the fourth P75 submarine INS Vela,
commencement of sea trials of Mormugao is testimony to the
cutting-edge capabilities of MDSL and the strong indigenous
shipbuilding tradition of a modern and vibrant India.
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BEL’s Armoured Engineer Reconnaissance
Vehicle inducted into Indian Army

T

he
first
batch
of
nextgeneration Armoured Engineer
Reconnaissance Vehicles (AERV),
indigenously designed and developed by
DRDO and manufactured by the Pune
Unit of Navratna Defence PSU Bharat
Electronics Limited (BEL), was formally
inducted into Indian Army by Gen Manoj
Mukund Naravane, PVSM, AVSM, SM,
VSM, ADC, Chief of Army Staff.
The vehicles were inducted into the
Corps of Engineers at a ceremony held
at Bombay Engineering Group (BEG),
Pune, in the presence of Mr Dinesh
Batra, Director (Finance), BEL; Lt Gen
Harpal Singh, PVSM, AVSM, VSM, ADC,

Engineer-in-Chief; Lt Gen J S Nain, AVSM,
SM, GOC-in-C, Southern Command; Maj
Gen Sanjay Rehani, Director General
(Combat Engineers); Brig Sanjay Mathur,
VSM, Brig Comb Engrs (B), and other
senior officers.
AERV is manufactured by BEL-Pune
with more than 90% indigenous content.
It is a versatile BMP-IIK amphibious
Infantry Combat Vehicle (ICV) fitted with
instruments for water reconnaissance,
land reconnaissance, navigation and
data backup. The AERV is capable of
measuring soil bearing capacity on
riverbanks to determine if they are
motorable for military vehicles on Go-

No Go basis (critical parameters for
bridge laying), dry and wet gaps in day
and night conditions, slopes and height
of river banks / canals. It’s possible to
navigate the AERV with military maps
using Military Grid Co-ordinate System,
measure and plot underwater beds
and water currents of rivers/canals,
store data from various instruments on
Control Console for further analysis and
decision-making.
The induction of the next-generation
AERV will boost the Indian Army’s
combat capability and is a milestone in
the journey towards an Atmanirbhar
Bharat.
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Indian Navy Conducts Goa
Liberation Diamond Jubilee

I

ndian Navy organised a seminar to
commemorate the Diamond Jubilee
of the liberation of Goa. Governor of
Goa, PS Sreedharan Pillai, was the Chief
Guest and delivered the keynote address
at the inaugural session. Rear Admiral
Philipose G Pynumootil, Flag Officer
Commanding Goa Area, welcomed the
delegates.
Governor appreciated the Navy’s
initiative of delving into the history of the
liberation of Goa, and pointed out that
such deliberations are needed to enhance
awareness in the public, especially the

youth, on the sacrifices made by previous
generations, including the armed forces, in
nation building.
Addressing the seminar, Vice Admiral
AB Singh, Flag Officer Commanding-inChief, Western Naval Command brought
out that the growth of Goa and the Indian
Navy in the region has been synonymous,
the liberation happening simultaneously
with commissioning of INS Vikrant, the
first aircraft carrier of Indian Navy, and
the Navy’s effort in developing Dabolim
airfield into a full-fledged air station.
The first session featured a broad analysis

of sea power in liberation of Goa by Rear
Admiral SY Shrikhande (Retd). This was
followed by an expose on the role of Indian
Army in the liberation of Goa by Brigadier
AS Sawhney and Colonel Manvendra
Nagaich of the 2 Signal Training Centre,
Goa.
The second session saw an interesting
mix of papers, starting with “Goa’s
Struggle for Freedom: Azad Gomantak
Dal and Gunpowder Resistance” by Dr
Seema S Risbud, Associate Professor, Dept
of History, Goa University. Commodore
Johnson Odakkal (Retd) spoke on the
geopolitical context and national churns
of Goa liberation, bringing out a Malabar
connection. The seminar ended with
an overview of post-colonial Goa and
its political economy of transformation
presented by Parag D Parobo, Asst
Professor of History, Goa University.
Papers of both sessions sparked
discussions on history, liberation and
development of Goa. All discussions were
moderated by Commodore Srikant Kesnur,
Director, Maritime Warfare Centre,
Mumbai.
The Governor also felicitated veterans of
the Goa liberation effort on the occasion.
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Air version of BrahMos supersonic cruise missile
successfully test-fired from Sukhoi 30 MK-I

A

ir version of BrahMos supersonic
cruise missile was successfully
test fired from the supersonic
fighter aircraft Sukhoi 30 MK-I from
Integrated Test Range, Chandipur off the
coast of Odisha on December 8. In this
copy book flight, the missile launched
from the aircraft followed the pre-planned
trajectory meeting all mission objectives.
The launch is a major milestone in the

BrahMos development. It clears the system
for the serial production of air-version
BrahMos missiles within the country.
Major airframe assemblies which form
the integral part of the Ramjet Engine are
indigenously developed by Indian Industry.
These include metallic and non-metallic
air frame sections comprising Ramjet fuel
tank and pneumatic fuel supply system.
During the test,the structural integrity and

functional performance have been proven.
The air version of BrahMos was last flight
tested in July 2021.
Defence
Minister
Rajnath
Singh
has praised Defence Research and
Development
Organisation
(DRDO),
BrahMos, Indian Air Force and the
industry on the successful test firing.
Congratulating the teams involved in
the flight test, Secretary Department of
Defence R&D and Chairman DRDO Dr G
Satheesh Reddy said various laboratories
of DRDO, academic institutions, quality
assurance & certification agencies, Public
Sector undertakings and Indian Air Force
participated in the development, testing,
production and induction of this complex
missile system.
BrahMos is a Joint Venture between
India (DRDO) and Russia (NPOM) for the
development, production, and marketing
of the supersonic cruise missile. BrahMos
is the potent offensive missile weapon
system already inducted into the Armed
Forces.

BEML Signs MoU with RITES

B

EML LIMITED, a leading Rail &
Metro Coaches manufacturer
signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) with RITES
Limited, a leading Transport Infrastructure
Consultancy and Engineering company, to
explore and jointly bid for opportunities
in the fields of Metro systems and export
of rolling stock. The Mou was signed in
the presence of Amit Banerjee, CMD
BEML and Rahul Mithal, CMD, RITES.
As part of the MoU, RITES will provide
expertise
in
design,
engineering,
marketing and any other support that
may be required for tapping domestic
and overseas opportunities while BEML
will be responsible for manufacturing of
customised metro coaches and rolling
stock.
The MoU will allow both companies
to leverage each other’s expertise and
technologies to opitimise operations
and expand on a global level. It would
enable BEML and RITES to jointly bid
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and provide the entire spectrum of
services from design, manufacture to
operations & maintenance for the existing
and upcoming Metro systems as well
as export of rolling stock and related
services.
The collaboration will not only create
a platform to enable exploration of
business opportunities around the globe,
but also facilitate knowledge sharing
to strengthen respective organisations’

operations.
About BEML Limited: BEML is a leading
multi-technology company manufactures
high quality product for divers sectors
of economy such as Defence, coal,
mining, cement, steel, power, irrigation,
road building, metro, railways and
aviation. BEML has its operation under
three business verticals viz. Defence &
Aerosapce, Mining & Construction and
Rail & Metro.

DRDO hands over ECWCS technology
to five Indian companies

S

ecretary, Department of Defence
R&D and Chairman Defence
Research
and
Development
Organisation (DRDO) Dr G Satheesh
Reddy handed over technology for
indigenous extreme cold weather clothing
system (ECWS) to five Indian companies
in New Delhi.
The extreme ECWS is required by Indian
Army for its sustained operations in
glacier and Himalayan peaks. The Army,
till recently has been importing extreme
cold weather clothing and several Special
Clothing and Mountaineering Equipment
(SCME) items for the troops deployed in
high altitude regions.
The DRDO designed ECWCS is an

ergonomically designed modular technical
clothing with improved thermal insulation
and physiological comfort based on the
insulation required at various ambient
climatic conditions in Himalayan regions
during different levels of physical activity.
The ECWCS embodies physiological
concepts related to reduction in
respiratory heat and water loss,
unhindered range of motions and rapid
absorption of sweat while providing
water proof, wind proof features with
adequate breathability and enhanced
insulation as well as strength features
required for high altitude operations.
The three layered ECWCS is designed to
suitably provide thermal insulation over a

temperature range of +15 to -50° Celsius
with different combinations of the layers
and intensity of physical work.
Considering the widely fluctuating
weather conditions in the Himalayan
peaks, the clothing provides an
advantage of fewer combinations to
meet the required insulation or IREQ
for the prevailing climatic conditions,
thereby providing a viable import
alternative for the Indian Army. Speaking
on the occasion, Dr G Satheesh Reddy
emphasised on the need for developing
indigenous industrial base for SCME
items, not only to cater to the existing
requirements of the Army but also to tap
its potential for export.

Fifth Scorpene Submarine
Vagir Begins Sea Trials

N

ew Delhi: The fifth submarine of
Project 75, Yard 11879, Indian
Navy’s Kalvari class commenced
her sea trials on February 1.
The submarine was launched in
November 2020 from the Kanhoji Angre
Wet Basin of Mazagon Dock Shipbuilders
Limited (MDL). The submarine would be
named Vagir, after commissioning.
Despite the COVID pandemic, MDL has
delivered two submarines of the Project –
75 in 2021 and the commencement of sea
trials of the fifth submarine is a significant
milestone.

The submarine will now undergo intense
trials of all its systems at sea, including
propulsion systems, weapons and sensors.

The submarine is scheduled for delivery
to the Indian Navy this year after the
completion of these trials.
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DRDO Flight-tests Man Portable
Anti-Tank Guided Missile

N

ew Delhi: The Defence Research
and Development Organisation
(DRDO)
successfully
flighttested the final deliverable configuration
of Man Portable Anti-Tank Guided Missile
(MPATGM).

The indigenously developed anti-tank
missile is a low weight, fire & forget missile
and is launched from a man portable
launcher, integrated with thermal sight.
The missile impacted the designated target
and destroyed it. The final impact event

was captured on camera and the test has
validated the minimum range successfully.
“The present test was to prove the
consistent performance for the minimum
range. All the mission objectives were
met. The missile has miniaturised infrared
imaging seeker and advanced avionics
for on-board control and guidance. The
missile performance has been proven for
the maximum range in earlier test trials,”
the Ministry of Defence (MoD) said in a
statement.
Defence
Minister
Rajnath
Singh
congratulated DRDO for the consistent
performance of the anti-tank missile
and said that this is an important step
towards Atmanirbhar Bharat in advanced
technology-based
defence
system
development. Secretary Department of
Defence R&D and Chairman DRDO Dr G
Satheesh Reddy congratulated the team
for the excellent performance of the
missile during the test.

BEML Pays Dividend
to Govt. of India

B

EML Limited, Schedule ‘A’ Company under Ministry
of Defence GoI, paid a dividend of Rs. 13.50 Crs to the
Union Government for the financial year 2020- 21.
The dividend Cheque was handed over by Amit Banerjee,
Chairman & Managing Director, BEML to Defence Minister
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Rajnath Singh.
Dr Ajay Kumar, Secretary, Defence, Sanjay Jaju, Additional
Secretary, Defence Production and Surendra Yadav, Joint.
Secretary (NS), GoI, were also present.

Rear Admiral Sameer
Saxena takes over
as Fleet Commander
of Western Fleet

Rear Adm Ajay Kochhar (right) hands over the baton to Rear
Adm Sameer Saxena (left) as Flag Officer Commanding Western
Fleet (FOCWF)

New generation
ballistic missile ‘Agni P’
successfully test-fired

D

efence Research and Development Organisation
(DRDO) successfully tested the new generation
nuclear capable ballistic missile ‘Agni P’ from Dr APJ
Abdul Kalam island off the coast of Odisha .Various telemetry,
radar, electro-optical stations and down range ships positioned
along the eastern coast tracked and monitored the missile
trajectory and parameters. The missile followed text book
trajectory meeting all mission objectives with high level of
accuracy.
The Agni P is a two-stage canisterised solid propellant ballistic
missile with dual redundant navigation and guidance system.
This second flight-test has proven the reliable performance of
all the advanced technologies integrated into the system.
Defence Minister Rajnath Singh congratulated DRDO for
the successful flight test and expressed his happiness for the
excellent performance of the system. Secretary Department
of Defence R&D and Chairman DRDO Dr G Satheesh Reddy
appreciated the efforts of the team to have done the second
development flight trial with many additional features and
congratulated for the consecutive success within the same
calendar year.

T

he Western Fleet, known as the ‘Sword Arm’ of
the Indian Navy, witnessed a change of helm on 27
December 2021 as Rear Admiral Ajay Kochhar, NM
handed over the baton to Rear Admiral Sameer Saxena, NM.
Rear Admiral Saxena was commissioned into the Indian Navy
on 1st July 1989. He is an alumnus of the National Defence
Academy, Khadakwasla; Defence Services Staff College,
Wellington and the Naval War College, Newport, USA. A
Navigation and Direction specialist, his afloat appointments
include being part of the Direction Team of INS Viraat and the
Navigating Officer of Indian Naval Ships Kuthar, Godavari and
Delhi. He also served as Executive Officer of INS Mumbai. His
command tenures include command of the Mauritian Coast
Guard Ship Guardian and Indian Naval Ships Kulish and Mysore.
He was also the Fleet Operations Officer, Western Fleet.
The officer tenanted training appointments at National
Defence Academy and Centre for Leadership and Behavioural
Studies. His staff appointments include a stint in the Directorate
of Personnel and jobs as Naval Assistant to Chief of Naval Staff,
Principal Director of Foreign Cooperation, all at IHQ MoD (N).
He was also Naval Adviser at the High Commission of India,
London. On promotion to the Flag rank, he took over duties
as Assistant Chief of Naval Staff (Policy and Plans) on 5th
February 2020.
Rear Admiral Kochhar, NM proceeds to take over as Project
Director (Operations and Training) at HQ ATVP, New Delhi.
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‘May the FORCE
be with you’

erospace experts are anticipating
a significant growth, with more
than 30,000 new passenger and
freight aircraft required by 2033. This
is going to pose immense quantitative
and qualitative challenges to the existing
aerospace
manufacturing
plants.
Augsburg-based
Airbus
subsidiary,
Premium AEROTEC, is ensuring its
participation in this fiercely competitive
field with the support of CGTech’s NC
simulation software, VERICUT, and the
application of the new Force module
for ongoing operational reliability and
machining efficiency.
Premium AEROTEC is one of the
world leaders in the development
and manufacture of structures and
manufacturing systems for civil and
military aircraft alike. With locations
in
Augsburg,
Bremen,
Hamburg,
Nordenham, Varel and Braşov (Romania),
Europe’s leading aviation suppliers develop
and manufacture the very latest in modern
aircraft structures, from aluminium,
titanium, and carbon fibre composites for
the entire Airbus family.
The company is a key partner in the
development and production of the A350
XWB, as well providing parts for the
Boeing 787 ‘Dreamliner’, the Eurofighter
Typhoon, and the Airbus A400M heavy-

lift military transport aircraft. Premium
AEROTEC was established in January
2009, with the merger of the EADS plant
in Augsburg with the facilities of Airbus
Germany in Nordenham and Varel. Under
the governance of the Airbus Group, the
company’s headquarters are in Augsburg.
Here, around 4,000 people are employed
with the focus on the manufacture and
assembly of fuselage parts and heavyduty structural components for military
and civil programmes, with the use of
hybrid lightweight structures, carbon

fibre technologies, infusion processes, and
sandwich construction techniques.
To guarantee the surface qualities
and workpiece tolerances required,
high performance material machining
techniques are employed in Premium
AEROTEC’s production area. These
techniques must meet the defined quality
required without scrap or elaborate
repeat machining to rework components.
They must also minimise the wear on
the machines and cutting tools, reduce
downtimes to a minimum, and be highly

Premium Aerotec relies on VERICUT to remain a world leader in civil and military aircraft manufacturing structures and systems.
VERICUT’S FORCE Optimization module has helped to achieve a 22% reduction in machine cycle times. “Today, there are no more
prove-outs required on the machine. No NC program goes onto the machine without having been tested first in VERICUT.”
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efficient even with complex components
running in small batches; in other words,
they must be fast, precise, reliable, and
reproducible: without compromise.
Of course, this is an environment familiar
to many in the aerospace sector, where
machine tool safety and security are
critical to meet ongoing delivery targets.
To ensure this the company has used the
industry standard NC simulation software,
VERICUT, as an integral element of its
manufacturing processes since 1991. The
fundamental aim is to avoid machine
tool collisions, either with the structural
components of the machine, the raw
material or component, and even the
fixturing systems.
VERICUT was chosen to check the NC
code that generates the milling paths on
the machine tools, and in 26 years of use
it has more than proved its worth. “Today,
there are no more prove-outs required
on the machine. No NC program goes
onto the machine without having been
tested first in VERICUT,” explains Werner
Flagner and Michael Hoffmann, under
whose supervision more than 30 Premium
AEROTEC personnel work with VERICUT.
The leading independent NC simulation
and optimisation software, CGTech’s
VERICUT simulates the entire CNC
manufacturing process, regardless of
the machine, control system, and CAM
systems involved, and tests the NC
program for interferences and errors
before anything runs on the real machines.
More than 25 different machining centres
used at Premium AEROTEC are simulated
using VERICUT.
AUTO-DIFF is a very important
VERICUT module at the Augsburg plant.
It provides an automated identification
of the differences between a CAD model
and a workpiece simulated by VERICUT.
Within the module, anyone involved in the
manufacturing process can detect points
that have been incorrectly processed,
or errors in the programming. “It is an
ideal tool, that is particularly important
when extremely expensive parts are
involved, and which, when it comes to
allowances and tolerances has proved to
be indispensable,” says Werner Flagner.
“AUTO-DIFF helps cut programming time
and speeds up the entire process,” adds
Michael Hoffmann.
Given the high material removal rates, of
up to 98%, is it even possible to achieve a

reduction in production times – including
setting up, parts handling, measuring, and
run-through? There are several approaches
to improving machining efficiency. These
include machining in a single setting, with
the integration of different manufacturing
procedures.
Ideally,
the
complete
machining process takes place in ‘one-hit’
reducing positioning errors or damage to
the components during manual handling.
Optimised workholding strategies and
new machine tools with modern cutting
tools also have the potential to increase
cutting speeds, material removal volumes,
and improve machining qualities, while
also increasing service life. However,
process safety and security remains an
absolute requirement in manufacturing,
and that is why Premium AEROTEC has
applied the new physics-based module,
Force, from CGTech to increase efficiency
while maintaining operational reliability.
Force is the culmination of a joint
development between CGTech and
UTC (United Technologies Corporation).
A physical and scientific optimisation
method Force is a software module
within VERICUT that uses known physical
parameters to determine the maximum
reliable feed rate for a given cutting
condition based on four factors: force
on the cutter, spindle power, maximum
chip thickness, and maximum allowable
feed rate. It calculates ideal feed rates by
analysing tool geometry and parameters,
material properties of the stock and
cutting tool, detailed cutting tool edge
geometry, and VERICUT cut-by-cut
contact conditions.
Managing Director, Tony Shrewsbury,

explains: “It relates to helix and rake angle,
as well as the general geometric form of
the tool. What is decisive is the material
type – carbide or hard metal or HSS –
and the issue of when the tool breaks.
As loading peaks are also displayed in
Force, these can be managed and reduced
to ‘smooth’ the loading to make the
cutting action less ‘shocking’ to both the
tool, workpiece and the elements of the
machine tool.”
Another advantage is that Force does not
need any user findings; it is optimised solely
based on the values determined. Likewise,
no elaborate software tests are required.
He goes on: “The issue is not about milling
strategies of existing programs. No tool
path needs to be changed. Force simply
divides, or splits, the path to introduce
advances. Everything is governed by the
feed advance, so the geometries are not
altered.”
Premium AEROTEC has really gained
right from the start with the new Force
solution. The savings achieved so far are
around 22% reduction in machine cycle
times with programs optimised by Force,
with a substantial improvement in tool
life as well. Tony Shrewsbury is confident
there are still more potential benefits to
be seen in the future: “Force is extremely
well-suited to materials that are difficult
to machine, and for complex multiaxis operations. We are encountering
both these factors increasingly, not
only in the aerospace sector but in all
precision machining industries. For real
world efficiency gains, Force is the most
innovative software currently available.”
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Collins to Showcase Sustainable Aviation

Solutions at Singapore Airshow
At the Singapore Airshow this year, Collins
Aerospace will be promoting its advancements
in sustainable aviation solutions and its
collaboration with the industry to drive these
changes. Visitors will be able to learn more
about Collins creating a sustainable flight
through connected solutions, alternative power
sources, advanced structures, and integrated
solutions. In an interview with Aeromag, Sunil
Raina, MD, Customer & Account Management,
Collins Aerospace explains his company’s new
initiatives.

Sunil Raina
MD & Customer and Account Management
Collins Aerospace

Future Vertical Lift (FVL) is a key focus
for Collins Aerospace. How crucial is the
project? How do you plan to solve the
complex FVL problems and define the
future of best-in-class military rotorcraft?
Future Vertical Lift (FVL) is a key focus
for Collins Aerospace to dominate the
multi-domain battlespace. We are helping
to define the next generation of military
rotorcraft and are poised to help align

and deliver capabilities that will provide
advanced, integrated solutions and
extraordinary performance.
Collins’ longstanding experience with
rotorcraft includes:
• New composite building materials
• Lighter seating options for pilots and
crews
• Enhanced connectivity and wireless

technologies
Predictive diagnostics
More integrated equipment and
structures
Other examples included minimizing
the size and number of apertures on
an aircraft and, where possible, finding
ways to integrate them. This might mean
combining lights and antennas into a
single component, for example, and using
a flush-mounted LED light solution to save
additional space.
•
•

Collins Aerospace expands propeller
MRO services in Malaysia to accommodate
growing ATR fleets in Asia Pacific. How
does the company focus on expanding
its market in Southeast Asia? – For what
particular solution?
We are looking to expand our MRO
business in the Asia Pacific region by:
• Quadrupling the size of our MRO
facility in Malaysia and increasing
our MRO capacity in Southeast
Asia to cater to growing fleets and
demand.
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•

•

•

Expand
Collins’
Aftermarket
offerings to cater to regional
operators’ fleet profiles.
Bringing key repair capabilities into
Southeast Asia and expanding our
current MRO product portfolio to
provide in-region repair service for
growing platforms (e.g., variants of
787, 777, A350)
Offering a comprehensive suite
of aftermarket solutions to suit
different customer profiles, including
MRO solutions, comprehensive life
cycle solutions, used serviceable
materials (USM), prognostics and
health maintenance (PHM).

Could you talk about the company’s
participation in Singapore Airshow?
How does the show aid to the company
operations in Asian countries?
At the Singapore Airshow this year,
Collins Aerospace will be promoting our
advancements in sustainable aviation
solutions and how we are collaborating
with the industry to drive these changes.
Visitors will be able to learn more about
how Collins is creating more sustainable
flight through more connected solutions,
alternative power sources, advanced

structures, and integrated solutions.
We will also be demonstrating our latest
in commercial aviation and defence,
namely the solutions that can help create
a more seamless and safe travel experience
for passengers, and how military forces
can connect, collaborate, and rapidly
innovate for the modern battlefield. These
include:
•
Collins’ Enhanced Vision System
to see through low-visibility
conditions like smoke, smog, fog,
and darkness by displaying highclarity visual references on HUDs
to enable safer, low-profile terrain
flying in hazardous and low-visibility
conditions.
• The HGS-6000 Head-Up Guidance
System featuring the latest Active
Matrix Liquid Crystal Display
(AMLCD), Light Emitting Diode
(LED) and optics technologies to
provide both the brightest image
and the widest Head-Up Display
(HUD) field-of-view in the industry
while improving pilot/projector head
clearance by more than 50 percent.
• The TruNet™ AR-1500 networked
communications airborne radio Collins’ latest and most capable fully
exportable software-defined radio
(SDR) receiver-transmitter with
SATURN waveform compatibility.
• Intelligence,
surveillance,
and
reconnaissance solutions, including

•

its MS-110 system, which offers
multispectral imaging in multiple
visual and IR bands.
The ACES 5 - Collins’ nextgeneration ejection seat, with
multi-platform
compatibility.

Collins recently completed the acquisition
of FlightAware expanding the operations
of its Connected Aviation Solutions
business unit. What are the company’s
operations
focused
on
advancing
connected ecosystem solutions?
With the addition of FlightAware,
Collins Aerospace can unlock the power
of data and analytics for airlines, airports,
and business aircraft operators. When
combined with Collins’ networking
hardware, sensors, cloud computing and
applications, it’s able to accelerate the next
generation of intelligent digital solutions,
helping customers turn data into value
to enhance the passenger experience,
optimize operations and help reduce the
reliance of fossil fuels.
Collins aims high with its participation
at World Defense Show 2022 in Saudi
Arabia. What are the latest operations in
the Middle East region?
Collins Aerospace has been established
in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA)
for decades, providing a complete range
of aerospace and defense solutions for
the ministry of defense, integrators,
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aircraft manufacturers, airlines, and other
customers. Our presence includes a facility
in Riyadh and offices at the RSAF HQ.
Collins Aerospace has a long history of
partnerships in KSA. We have partnered
extensively with AEC for production
and assembly of avionics displays and
communication systems for several
platforms used in the Kingdom. We have
also partnered to establish local MRO
capabilities for military applications. We
are looking forward to further expanding
our local capabilities in the Kingdom as
we continue to grow and support the
implementation of Vision 2030.
At WDS, Collins Aerospace will
highlight:
• Communication and navigation
radio sensors and data links.
• Intelligence,
Surveillance
and
Reconnaissance (ISR) sensors and
pods for manned and unmanned
platforms along with a complete
range of image exploitation options
to complement the airborne
systems.
• Rescue hoist and cargo winch.
• The company is also introducing
next generation ACES 5 ejection
seats to upgrade legacy ACES
II seats on F-15 and F-16 fleets.
The company is revolutionizing the future
of travel by using sustainable technologies
and materials, like recyclable thermoplastic
composites,
in
key
aerostructures
products. Could you talk more about it?
Collins Aerospace recently announced
the acquisition of Dutch Thermoplastic
Components (DTC),
a leader in the
development and fabrication of structural
thermoplastic composite parts. With the
acquisition, we expanded our ability to
use advanced thermoplastics to make
lighter aircraft components for our
customers, ultimately helping support
lighter aircraft that are more fuel-efficient.
With thermoplastic composites, we can
potentially reduce the weight of aircraft
structures by 20 to 50% compared to
thermoset solutions and metallic solutions
respectively.
In addition to improved product
performance, thermoplastics are also
more sustainable to manufacture. By
using traditional materials like thermosets,
aircraft parts are cured in large autoclave
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ovens that consume a massive amount of
energy. With thermoplastic composites,
we are using more efficient out-ofautoclave processes that greatly reduce
energy usage. Switching from thermosets
to thermoplastic composites also adds
to energy efficiency as cold storage
of thermoset materials is eliminated.
Thermoplastic composites have higher
resistance to impact and fatigue compared
to thermosets. This means that parts
will last longer, a key to future circular
economies.
Finally,
thermoplastic
composite products are fully recyclable
at the end of their lifecycle, meaning that
they can be melted, reshaped, and reused.
How much potential does the company
see in the defence market in India? How
does Collins cater to the needs of growing
defence market in India?
We see a lot of potential in the defence
market and are actively pursuing
opportunities in the areas of modernization
and in supporting India’s self-reliance
program.
Some examples of how we can cater to
the needs of the growing market include:
•
The TruNetTM AR1500 network
communications airborne radio is part of
the TruNet networked communications
solution family, which includes other
TruNet radios, advanced networking
waveforms, apps, ancillaries, and
services. TruNet is the first solution to
ensure secure connectivity between

ground and airborne elements across
the entire battlespace. Air, sea, or land
military forces depend on fully secure
communications and interoperability,
as do civil agencies supporting
homeland security and disaster relief.
The AR-1500 delivers this missioncritical capability through multiple
waveforms and high-speed mobile ad
hoc networked communications for
data, voice and imagery. It also delivers
critical, high-speed, ad-hoc networked
communications between fast movers
and mobile ground force
•
ACES 5® is the latest addition
to the Collins Aerospace family of
Advanced Concept Ejection Seats. It
incorporates significant safety and
cost saving upgrades compared to the
legacy ACES II®, which is credited with
saving more than 680 lives since its
1978 introduction. While retaining the
proven performance of the ACES II,
Collins Aerospace engineers incorporated
technology improvements to create
the next generation ACES 5 ejection
seat. The seat is rigorously tested to
validate performance, reliability, and
compliance with the latest safety
requirements. The modular design of
ACES 5 simplifies routine maintenance
and enables maintainers to quickly return
the aircraft back into service. These lead
to improved pilot safety, improved ease
of maintenance and decreased life-cycle
costs.

Lufthansa Technik provides engine
services for Frontier Airlines

U

ltra low-cost carrier Frontier Airlines chooses Lufthansa
Technik to repair and overhaul 21 CFM56-5B engines
as well as to supply Mobile Engine Services. In the
next five years Lufthansa Technik will perform overhauls and
surgical repairs on the engines which fly under Frontier’s fleet of
112 Airbus A320 family aircraft. Lufthansa Technik in Hamburg,
Germany, will overhaul the engines, whereas surgical repairs
can be done locally at Lufthansa Technik’s facility in Tulsa,
Oklahoma. To this end, major investments were made at the
Tulsa engine shop: New tooling was acquired, mechanics were
trained and the existing test cell was upgraded to cover CFM565B testing.
The team in Tulsa will also perform Mobile Engine Services
for repairs necessary between overhauls, aiming to significantly
reduce operational downtime and avoid unnecessary shop visits.
Depending on the requirements of the individual repair solution,
the available options range from on-wing and in-field services
to more complex repairs performed at the shop in Tulsa.
“Lufthansa Technik is an important and long-standing partner
for us, which makes us confident that they will meet our high
expectations regarding engine maintenance, flexibility, and
price,” said Trevor Stedke, senior vice president of operations,
Frontier Airlines.
Dietmar Focke, vice president engines, Lufthansa Technik,
added: “We are extremely happy that we were able to win
the trust of Frontier. Engines are the most valuable asset of
an aircraft. We look forward to growìng our partnership and
support Frontier’s growth, as one of the most successful airlines
in the American market, with a focus on providing affordable air
travel throughout the U.S. and beyond. We will fulfill the trust
placed in us and prove that we can provide high-quality and
reliable services at a reasonable price.”

Liebherr-Aerospace Brasil
receives new Embraer approvals

L

iebherr-Aerospace Brasil entered on the approved
suppliers list of Embraer to carry out the mechanical
assembly and component blasting process. With the
approvals, Liebherr-Aerospace Brasil increases its scope of
supplying qualified services to Embraer and to other customers.
Liebherr-Aerospace and Embraer already have a long

partnership that lasts for decades. But that does not mean that
the scope of services is closed: Liebherr-Aerospace Brasil is
constantly updating its processes to be prepared to meet the
new Embraer’s and aerospace market’s demands.
Accordingly, Embraer included Liebherr in the approved
suppliers list to carry out the components’ mechanical assembly
process and also for sandblasting (Bright Shot Peening), enabling
the supply of more complete products with machining, surface
treatment and mechanical assembly. These new approved
processes allow new possibilities also for other Embraer suppliers
that can use Liebherr-Aerospace Brasil as a subcontractor,
increasing the possibilities of Embraer’s local supply chain.
“Two components were used for the approval process. But
we are not limited to that, as the approval covers the process.
So from now on, we can offer and produce parts with bushing
assemblies and other mechanical assembly components”,
explains Patricia Lima, Sales Supervisor at Liebherr-Aerospace
Brasil.
The assembly process of this standard generally includes
cryogenic assembly activities (using furnaces and liquid
nitrogen), with hand press use, sealant application and bushing
reaming, with tools specially made for this purpose.
The sandblasting process, which is usually done by launching
thousands of micro-particles on the piece, leaves it ready to
receive painting and other finishes. In addition, it provides
the product at certain points with characteristics that increase
fatigue resistance.
Liebherr-Aerospace Brasil has vast experience within the
Liebherr Group in manufacturing and assembling components
for the aviation industry. The company based in Guaratinguetá
(near São Paulo) specializes in machining, surface treatment,
assembling and supplying products not only to Embraer, but
also to other international customers.

Elbit Systems Emirates Awarded $53
Million Contract for DIRCM & Airborne
EW Self Protection Systems to UAE

E

lbit Systems Ltd. announced that its subsidiary in the
United Arab Emirates (“UAE”), Elbit Systems Emirates
Limited (“Elbit Systems Emirates”), was awarded an
approximately $53 million contract to supply Direct Infrared
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Countermeasures (“DIRCM”) and airborne Electronic Warfare
(“EW”) systems for the Airbus A330 Multi-Role Tanker Transport
aircraft of the UAE Air Force. The contract will be performed over
a five-year period.
Under the contract, Elbit Systems Emirates will deliver a multiturret configuration of the J-MUSIC™ Self-Protection System
together with the Company’s Infra-Red-based Passive Airborne
Warning System, providing high levels of protection and
redundancy. The Company’s DIRCM systems have accumulated
more than 350,000 operational flight hours to date, and are
installed onboard more than 25 types of aircraft. The Company
is witnessing a growing demand for this type of self-protection
capabilities in light of the rising threat that aircraft face from
shoulder fired anti-aircraft missiles.
Elbit Systems views the UAE as an important market and believes
that this contract award further highlights the technological
advantage and maturity of the solutions offered by the Company
in this field.
Elbit Systems recently reported the establishment of Elbit
Systems Emirates (ESE) in an announcement made by the
Company during the Dubai Airshow in November 2021.
Elbit Systems DIRCM and Electronic Warfare Self Protection
Systems are installed onboard more than 25 aircraft types and
selected by a arrange of customers including Germany’s A400
aircraft and CH-53 helicopter, NATO’s MRTT A330 fleet,
Portugal’s KC390 aircraft, all of the Israeli commercial aircraft
airliners’ fleets and Heads of State and VIP customers.

ATR Receives EASA Approval for
Extension of Type C Maintenance
Visit Intervals by 60%

L

eading regional aircraft manufacturer ATR has received
approval from EASA to extend the intervals between
Type C maintenance checks from 5,000 to 8,000 flight
hours, for all of its aircraft series. Through this 60% increase in
intervals, ATR operators will benefit from a significant reduction
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in aircraft maintenance costs and increased availability.
David Brigante, ATR’s Senior Vice President, Customer
Support and Services, commented: “All airlines want their
aircraft flying as much as possible, and as their partner all along
the way, we are continuously striving to enhance the value of
our products. By extending the intervals between these heavy
maintenance checks, we offer our operators the potential to
generate more revenues, as they will see their aircraft flying
up to three more days a year when considering both A and C
check improvements now in place. This also reflects the robust
maintenance procedures we have in place, and our commitment
to placing our customers’ needs at the heart of everything we
do.”
With a global fleet of over 1,200 aircraft, flown by 200
operators in 100 countries, ATR is constantly looking for ways to
reduce direct maintenance costs and increase revenue potential
for its customers. In February 2019, ATR had already received
certification from EASA to extend the intervals between Type A
maintenance checks from 500 to 750 hours, for all of its aircraft
series.
More recently, in November 2021, the manufacturer has set
a new standard in operating economics for regional aviation,
with the introduction of its new PW127XT engine series as the
standard engine for the ATR 72 and 42 aircraft. ATR’s customers
will benefit from 40% extended time on wing, bringing the
engine overhaul to 20,000 hours, resulting in fewer events over
the lifecycle of the aircraft. This will allow a 20% reduction in
engine maintenance costs.

Turkish Aerospace, UniKL MIAT MOU
for Industry – University Partnership

T

urkish Aerospace and Universiti Kuala Lumpur Malaysian
Institute of Aviation Technology (UniKL MIAT) have
signed a Memorandum of Cooperation (MoC) to
collaborate on delivering aerospace educational, technical
training and applied research programs in Malaysia.
The agreement, signed in University’s Subang campus,
Malaysia, provides a collaborative framework, in which the two
organizations will work on human capital, faculty and academics
program developments, focusing on initiatives to grow pool of
future talents for Malaysia’s aerospace industry while addressing
research challenges around the future of aerospace industry and
air power in general.
The collaboration will focus on programs in areas such as
aerospace design and engineering, manufacturing, system

integration and maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO)
for both light aircraft and drones, which are in line with the
directions of RMK-12 Malaysia Aerospace Industry Development
Framework and Malaysia Aerospace Industry Blueprint 2030.
Professor Dr. Temel Kotil, President and Chief Executive
Officer of Turkish Aerospace said: “Turkish Aerospace is
delighted to collaborate with UniKL MIAT to support aerospace
education and training programs in Malaysia. This country is
located in the fastest-growing aviation market in the world, and
this partnership could allow us to jointly meet the demand for
highly-qualified professionals in the aerospace industry while
assisting Malaysia to become a regional aerospace champion in
this region.”
Dr. Mohd Hafizi Shamsudin, Dean of University Kuala Lumpur
Malaysian Institute of Aviation Technology said that the
University is pleased to expand our relationship with Turkish
Aerospace and is looking forward to this industry-university
partnership programs in Malaysia that will benefit the graduates
and Malaysia aerospace industry in the future. He further
expressed University’s commitment to support the partnership,
aiming to create the Industrial Center of Excellence in aerospace
design and engineering, aero manufacturing, system integration
and MRO within the University.
Turkish Aerospace is the center of technology in design,
development, manufacturing, integration of aerospace systems,
modernization and after sales support in Turkey. Located in
Ankara, Turkish Aerospace production plant covers an area of
4 million square meters with an industrial facility of 640,000
square meters under its roof. The company has a modern
aircraft facility furnished with high technology machinery and
equipment that provide extensive manufacturing capabilities
ranging from parts manufacturing to aircraft assembly, flight
tests and delivery. Universiti Kuala Lumpur Malaysia Institute
of Aviation Technology is the premier aviation technical
university that offers quality and industry-recognized academics
and training programs for graduates and professionals. The
university is also a Part 147 Approved Aviation Training
Organization under the Civil Aviation Authority of Malaysia
(CAAM) and European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA).

TAP Air Portugal chooses
Lufthansa Technik’s
AVIATAR for digital fleet support

T

AP Air Portugal and Lufthansa Technik AG have signed
a five-year agreement for digital support by AVIATAR
for its entire Airbus fleet. To digitally optimize its aircraft
operations and benefit from cost savings, TAP Air Portugal will
use AVIATAR’s solutions - including Condition Monitoring,
Event Analytics and Fleet Map. In addition, the airline becomes
development partner for future solutions on the digital platform.
AVIATAR’s aircraft health monitoring solutions were tested by
the TAP Air Portugal project team in parallel and in place of their
current solution, including a detailed quality assessment. Within the
AVIATAR community, the project team and AVIATAR team worked

together to improve and adapt some of the solutions already. This
enabled a collaborative development of the overall solution for TAP
Air Portugal and also improved the user experience for the entire
community.
“TAP Air Portugal follows a stringent selection process for
service providers. Following an experimental period, AVIATAR
has met and confirmed our expectations concerning functionality,
teamwork and continous improvement efforts to strengthen and
digitalize our technical fleet support,” said Mário Lobato de Faria,
Chief Technical Officer of TAP Air Portugal. “Therefore, we are
looking forward to benefitting from increased aircraft availabilty,
paving the way for predictive maintenance and further cost savings
as well as a close, future-oriented relationship with our partner
Lufthansa Technik.”
“TAP Air Portugal is Portugal’s leading airline and we are very
proud that AVIATAR has been selected as long-term preferred
partner,” said Kai-Stefan Roepke, Vice President Corporate Sales
EMEA at Lufthansa Technik. “Our experience in digital fleet
services and tech-ops support will help us to further improve TAP
Air Portugal’s fleet operations. We look forward to continuing our
trustful partnership and further expanding our collaboration also as
innovative development partners.”
Launched in 2017, AVIATAR is the independent platform for
digital products and services developed by Lufthansa Technik. The
platform offers its users modular digital products ranging from
predictive maintenance to fulfilment and automated solutions.
AVIATAR combines fleet management solutions, data science
and engineering expertise to provide a comprehensive range
of integrated digital services and products for airlines, MRO
companies, OEMs and lessors that seamlessly integrate with
physical fulfilment in TechOps and beyond.
TAP Air Portugal is Portugal’s leading airline with its headquarters
in Lisbon’s Airport Humberto Delgado. Flying since 1945, TAP Air
Portugal carries millions of passengers every year to more than 80
destinations worldwide.
With some 35 subsidiaries and affiliates, the Lufthansa Technik
Group is one of the leading providers of technical aircraft services in
the world. Certified internationally as maintenance, production and
design organization, the company has a workforce of more than
22,000 employees. Lufthansa Technik’s portfolio covers the entire
range of services for commercial and VIP/special mission aircraft,
engines, components and landing gear in the areas of digital fleet
services, maintenance, repair, overhaul, modification, completion
and conversion as well as the manufacture of innovative cabin
products.
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BrahMos Signs Contract with
Philippines for Export of Shore
Based Anti-Ship Missile System

N

ew Delhi: BrahMos Aerospace Private Limited (BAPL)
signed a contract with the Department of National
Defence of the Republic of Philippines on January 28 for
supply of Shore Based Anti-Ship Missile System to the Philippines.
“The BAPL is a joint venture company of the Defence Research
and Development Organisation. The contract is an important
step forward for Government of India’s policy of promoting
responsible defence exports,” the Ministry of Defence (MoD)
said in a press release.
According to reports, the contract is worth US $375 Million.
BrahMos is the supersonic cruise missile jointly developed
by DRDO and NPOM of Russia as a Brahmos Aerospace joint
venture, which became Brahmos Aerospace Private Limited.
The missile has established itself as a major force multiplier in
modern-day complex battlefields with its impeccable anti-ship
and land-attack capabilities with multi-role and multi-platform
abilities and has been deployed in all the three wings of the
Indian Armed Forces.
The first launch of Brahmos took place in 2001 and numerous
launches have taken place from various ships, Mobile Autonomous
Launchers and Su-30 MKI aircraft, making it a versatile weapon.

Rostec increases the Ansat
flight range by 140 kilometers

A

certificate from the Federal Agency for Air Transport
(Rosaviatsiya) allows Kazan Helicopters to install an
extra tank with a volume of 195 liters not only on
new units, but also on those in operation subject to minor
modifications. The tank can be installed on both passenger and
medevac Ansat versions.
“Large-scale modernization of the mass-produced Ansat, one
of the key helicopters for air ambulance, is currently in progress.
At the same time, an updated version of the helicopter,
Ansat-M, is being developed. Increase in flight range is of great
importance, as it will make rapid evacuation from remote areas
more available and provide new options for passenger and cargo
transportation. Thanks to the new extra tank, the flight range
of the conventional Ansat will increase to 645 kilometers, while
that of the upgraded version will increase to 780 kilometers,”
says Nikolay Kolesov, Director General of Russian Helicopters
Holding Company.
As for now, certification tests of the Ansat-M main fuel system
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confirming the declared flight range of 640 kilometers have
been carried out.
Ansat is a light twin multi-purpose helicopter, which is
produced by Kazan Helicopters. According to the certificate,
the helicopter design makes it possible to quickly transform it
into both a cargo or passenger model able to transport up to
7 people. Addendum to the type certificate for the helicopter
modification with a medical module was obtained in May 2015.

R&D Test Systems develops
bearing test rig for Rolls-Royce
UltraFan aero-engine project

D

anish company R&D Test Systems has developed a
custom-designed test rig for bearings, a component
critical to the function of the new Power Gearbox in
Rolls-Royce’s engine demonstrator programme, UltraFan. A
key element of Rolls-Royce’s sustainability strategy, UltraFan
offers a fuel burn improvement of 25% compared with the first
generation of Trent engine. It is also fully capable of running on
100% Sustainable Aviation Fuel.
A key innovation of the UltraFan design is the introduction
of the high-performance Power Gearbox situated between
the fan and compressor. The bearings that are being tested on
the R&D Test Systems test rig are a pivotal component in the
new UltraFan Power Gearbox, which is rated at 50 MW – the
equivalent of 500 family cars.
Capable of simulating extreme operating and environmental
conditions, the test rig, which was recently delivered to the
engine manufacturer’s facility in Dahlewitz, Germany, offers
fast mounting of the components to be tested, multiple highprecision measurements and rapid assembly of the test rig
thanks to its compact, flexible and modular design.
The high-precision test rig allows the measurement of 350
different data points, most of them via sensors observing a
particular aspect of the bearings in the greatest possible detail.
In addition to proximity, load, tilt and temperature sensors, the
test rig also incorporates a specially designed hydraulic system
to apply precise load.
“R&D’s multidisciplinary team of mechanical and software
engineers is proud to support Rolls-Royce’s tests on a major
component of the completely new Power Gearbox within
UltraFan,” said Asger Krogstrup, project manager at R&D Test
Systems.
“It has been both an exciting and challenging project taking us

is how the R&D Test Systems creates value through world-class
engineering.
The R&D Test Systems is a part of MTS Systems Corporation.
Website: www.rd-as.com/services-products/test-systems/

Tor-M2KM SHORAD weapon
offered for oil fields protection

to the limits of what is technologically possible,” said Krogstrup.
“We have had close cooperation with Rolls-Royce from start
to finish to ensure the best integration of the test rig into its
development work in Germany,” he added.
The test rig – which is R&D Test Systems’ latest project for
the aerospace sector – was designed to be easy and quick to
disassemble, optimised for changeover time for test campaigns,
sometimes as short as one to two days, and supports failuresafe installation of a new component for test.
“It is great to see the test rig developed by R&D’s engineers
up and running at our facility at Dahlewitz,” commented Holger
Klinger, Sub-System Executive at Rolls-Royce. “We have worked
on this joint project for more than two years to develop this
proving ground for the bearings that will be used in the new
Power Gearbox for the UltraFan,” he added.
The bearing test rig will be managing drivetrain speeds of
above 5,000 rpm and torque levels of above 1,500 Nm. The
cross-functional R&D Test Systems team also custom- designed
lubrication units to use contaminants for environmental testing
and a test management system, capable of event monitoring
and automated fault handling to reduce operator involvement,
saving time and increasing both speed and accuracy of the
testing.
The new bearing test rig will allow Rolls-Royce to test the
performance of this key component under both normal and
extreme operating conditions. At the same time, an extensive
amount of high-precision data will be collected for subsequent
analysis and documentation. This will enable a faster and more
iterative development process, as well as continuous testing at
several stages during the build phase, making the test rig an
important element in the development of these bearings.
The R&D Test Systems is an international engineering company
that supplies knowledge, product development, and turnkey
large-scale test systems for a range of industries.
What makes R&D Test Systems unique is its experience within
all product development stages – from development and
design to building test facilities and carrying out tests. R&D
Test Systems uses its broad industry knowledge and highly
specialized engineers to approach our customers’ challenges
from numerous angles to develop the right solution.
The ambition is to supply individualized, sustainable, and
innovative solutions that support its customers’ companies. That

R

ussia’s Almaz-Antey corporation has officially presented
the capabilities of protecting oil fields by its modular
Tor-M2KM short-range air defense (SHORAD) missile
system. One such system is capable of covering one or more
drilling platforms, with protection radius reaching 15 km.
The Tor-M2KM, a member of the TOR ADMS family, is a
multichannel, all-weather air defense weapon designed to
intercept unmanned aerial vehicles, high-precision weapons,
aircraft and helicopters flying at medium, low and even
extremely low altitudes. All radar and optical subsystems, a
high-speed digital computer, launchers with missiles, and power
supply and life support facilities are mounted on a single combat
vehicle or in special self-contained combat module (SCCM)
without chassis. The killing zone is 1-15 km in range and 0.0110 km in altitude. The deployment time is 3 minutes, while
time of redeployment of SCCM from one platform (carrier) to
another is 10 min.
“A distinguishing feature of this system is its high efficiency in
repelling massive air attacks under fire and electronic warfare
counteractions”, - says Almaz-Antey in its presentation.
The SHORAD weapon can be integrated into any automated
air defense command and control system. The self-supporting
radar search, detection and identification of air targets is
implemented on the move or from static position. Firing is
vertical and successive, with automatic lock-on and tracking.
The simultaneous automatic radio-guidance enables to fire up
to four SAMs against four targets. The operator’s participation
is minimized. Almaz-Antey is also supplementing the ADMS
with the simulator for crew training.
The official presentation demonstrates the mounting of
SCCM on oil rig by its crane or a Mi-26T heavy helicopter, the
possibilities of its combat use from helicopter deck, servicing and
storage. “The vertical launch of SAMs prevents any damage to
drilling platform equipment by the missile flame, ensures safety
of drilling platform personnel and the SCCM crew during firing”,
- the presentation says.
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Chief of Naval Staff Reviews
PFR, MILAN Preparations

V

isakhapatnam: Admiral R Hari
Kumar, Chief of the Naval
Staff (CNS) accompanied by
Kala Hari Kumar, President, Navy Wives
Welfare Association (NWWA) visited
the Eastern Naval Command (ENC) in
Visakhapatnam.
He was received by Vice Adm Biswajit
Dasgupta, Flag Officer Commanding-inChief Eastern Naval Command (ENC) at
INS Dega and was accorded a ceremonial
Guard of Honour.
Admiral Hari Kumar held discussions
with Vice Adm Biswajit Dasgupta, FOCin-C on ongoing issues of the Eastern
Naval Command.
He was given an overview of the
operational and administrative activities
of ENC and was briefed on the COVID
mitigation measures undertaken by the
Command.
The CNS was apprised about the
preparatory activities for President’s Fleet
Review (PFR) and Multinational Naval
Exercise, MILAN, which are scheduled at
Visakhapatnam later this month.
The CNS along with C-in-C embarked
ships of the Eastern Fleet and reviewed
the operational preparedness of the
fleet which included weapon firings and
Special Forces operations.
The CNS visited key operational and
maintenance facilities including the Naval
Dockyard and reviewed the progress
of ongoing projects. He addressed the
officers and sailors of ENC and interacted
with them.
He was briefed on the recently activated
Portable Containerised Medical Facility
onboard INS Gharial, a key HADR enabler
of the Indian Navy. The Admiral also
visited NSTL to review the Indian Navy’s
developmental projects being progressed
with DRDO during his visit.
Kala Hari Kumar interacted with Sarbani
Dasgupta President NWWA (Eastern
Region) and Group Coordinators of
the association. She was briefed on
various welfare initiatives and activities
undertaken by NWWA during her visit to
some of the facilities at Visakhapatnam.
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Somanath takes Charge
as ISRO Chairman
B

engaluru: Eminent rocket scientist
S. Somanath assumed charge as
Secretary, Department of Space and
Chairman, Space Commission, and also
the Chairman of the Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO) in Bengaluru on 14
January 2022.
He replaced Dr. K. Sivan, who was the
ISRO Chief since January 2018.
Somanath will have a combined tenure
of three years from 14 January 2022,
inclusive of an extension in tenure beyond
the age of superannuation in public
interest, or until further orders whichever
is earlier, according to the government’s
order.
He is the fifth ISRO Chairman
from Kerala, after MGK Menon, K.
Kasturirangan, G. Madhavan Nair and
K. Radhakrishan. Somanath hails from
Thuravoor, Alappuzha.
Somanath assumed charge at ISRO
after a stint of four years as the Director,

Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre (VSSC),
Thiruvananathapuram. He also served as
the Director of Liquid Propulsion Systems
Centre (LPSC), Valiamala, for two and half
years.
Somanath obtained B. Tech in
Mechanical Engineering from TKM College
of Engineering, Kollam, and Masters
in Aerospace Engineering from Indian
Institute of Science, Bangalore, specializing
in Structures, Dynamics, and Control with
a Gold Medal. He joined VSSC in 1985
and was a team leader for the Integration
of PSLV during the early phases.
Somanath is an expert in the area of
system engineering of Launch vehicles. His
contributions in PSLV and GSLV MkIII were
in their overall architecture, propulsion
stages design, structural and structural
dynamics designs, separation systems,
vehicle integration, and integration
procedures development.
He is the recipient of the ‘Space Gold

Medal’ from the Astronautical Society
of India. He received the ‘Merit Award”
and ‘Performance Excellence award’ from
ISRO and a ‘Team excellence award’ for
GSLV Mk-III development.
He is a Fellow of the Indian National
Academy of Engineering (INAE), a Fellow
of the Aeronautical Society of India
(AeSI), Astronautical Society of India
(ASI), and a Corresponding Member of
the International Academy of Astronautics
(IAA).
He is in the bureau of the International
Astronautical Federation (IAF) and a
recipient of the National Aeronautics Prize
from the Aeronautical Society of India
(ASI).
He has published papers in journals
and seminars in structural dynamics and
control, dynamic analysis of separation
mechanisms, vibration & acoustic testing,
launch vehicle design, and launch services
management.
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Govt. allotted Rs.76000 crore for Semiconductors
& Display Manufacturing Ecosystem
by facilitating capital support and
technological collaborations.
The programme aims to provide
attractive incentive support to companies
/ consortia that are engaged in Silicon
Semiconductor Fabs, Display Fabs,
Compound Semiconductors / Silicon
Photonics / Sensors (including MEMS)
Fabs, Semiconductor Packaging (ATMP /
OSAT), Semiconductor Design.

P

ositioning India as the global
hub
for
Electronic
System
Design
and
Manufacturing,
under
Aatmanirbhar
Bharat,
and
the Union Cabinet chaired by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi has approved
the comprehensive program for the
development of sustainable semiconductor
and display ecosystem in the country. With
an outlay of Rs.76,000 crore (>10 billion
USD), Government of India has announced
incentives for every part of supply chain
including electronic components, subassemblies, and finished goods.
The program will usher in a new era in
electronics manufacturing by providing a
globally competitive incentive package to
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companies in semiconductors and display
manufacturing as well as design. This shall
pave the way for India’s technological
leadership in these areas of strategic
importance and economic self-reliance.
Semiconductors and displays are the
foundation of modern electronics driving
the next phase of digital transformation
under Industry 4.0. Semiconductors and
display manufacturing is very complex
and technology-intensive sector involving
huge capital investments, high risk, long
gestation and payback periods, and rapid
changes in technology, which require
significant and sustained investments.
The program will give an impetus to
semiconductor and display manufacturing

Following broad incentives have
been approved for the development
of
semiconductors
and
display
manufacturing ecosystem in India:
Semiconductor Fabs and Display
Fabs: The Scheme for Setting up of
Semiconductor Fabs and Display Fabs in
India shall extend fiscal support of up to
50% of project cost on pari-passu basis
to applicants who are found eligible and
have the technology as well as capacity to
execute such highly capital intensive and
resource incentive projects. Government
of India will work closely with the State
Governments establish High-Tech Clusters
with requisite infrastructure in terms of
land, semiconductor grade water, high
quality power, logistics and research
ecosystem to approve applications
for setting up at least two greenfield
Semiconductor Fabs and two Display Fabs
in the country.

Semi-conductor Laboratory (SCL):
Union Cabinet has also approved that
Ministry of Electronics and Information
Technology will take requisite steps for
modernization and commercialization of
Semi-conductor Laboratory (SCL). MeitY
will explore the possibility for the Joint
Venture of SCL with a commercial fab
partner to modernize the brownfield fab
facility.
Compound Semiconductors / Silicon
Photonics / Sensors (including MEMS)
Fabs and Semiconductor ATMP /
OSAT Units: The Scheme for Setting up
of Compound Semiconductors / Silicon
Photonics / Sensors (including MEMS)
Fabs and Semiconductor ATMP / OSAT
facilities in India shall extend fiscal support
of 30% of capital expenditure to approved
units. Atleast 15 such units of Compound
Semiconductors
and
Semiconductor
Packaging are expected to be established
with Government support under this
scheme.
Semiconductor Design Companies: The
Design Linked Incentive (DLI) Scheme shall
extend product design linked incentive
of up to 50% of eligible expenditure and
product deployment linked incentive
of 6% - 4% on net sales for five years.
Support will be provided to 100 domestic
companies of semiconductor design for
Integrated Circuits (ICs), Chipsets, System
on Chips (SoCs), Systems & IP Cores

and semiconductor linked design and
facilitating the growth of not less than
20 such companies which can achieve
turnover of more than Rs.1500 crore in the
coming five years.
India Semiconductor Mission: In order
to drive the long-term strategies for
developing a sustainable semiconductors
and display ecosystem, a specialized
and independent “India Semiconductor
Mission (ISM)” will be set up. The
India Semiconductor Mission will be
led by global experts in semiconductor
and display industry. It will act as the
nodal agency for efficient and smooth
implementation of the schemes on
Semiconductors and Display ecosystem.
Comprehensive Fiscal Support for
Semiconductors and Electronics
With the approval of the programme
for development of semiconductors
and display manufacturing ecosystem
in India with an outlay of Rs.76,000
crore (>10 billion USD), Government of
India has announced incentives for every
part of supply chain including electronic
components, sub-assemblies, and finished
goods. Incentive support to the tune of
Rs.55,392 crore (7.5 billion USD) has
been approved under PLI for Larges Scale
Electronics Manufacturing, PLI for IT
Hardware, SPECS Scheme and Modified
Electronics Manufacturing Clusters (EMC

2.0) Scheme. In addition, PLI incentives
to the quantum of Rs.98,000 crore
(USD 13 billion) are approved for allied
sectors comprising of ACC battery, auto
components, telecom & networking
products, solar PV modules and white
goods. In total, Government of India
has committed support of Rs. 2,30,000
crore (USD 30 billion) to position India as
global hub for electronics manufacturing
with semiconductors as the foundational
building block.
In the current geopolitical scenario,
trusted sources of semiconductors and
displays hold strategic importance and are
key to the security of critical information
infrastructure. The approved program
will propel innovation and build domestic
capacities to ensure the digital sovereignty
of India. It will also create highly skilled
employment opportunities to harness the
demographic dividend of the country.
Development of semiconductor and
display ecosystem will have a multiplier
effect across different sectors of the
economy with deeper integration to the
global value chain. The program will
promote higher domestic value addition
in electronics manufacturing and will
contribute significantly to achieving a USD
1 Trillion digital economy and a USD 5
Trillion GDP by 2025.
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Rafael's RecceLite XR Completes Development of
3rd Generation Model & Successful Live Test

R

afael Advanced Defense Systems Ltd. has completed
development of its RecceLite XR, the third and latest
model of the advanced, state-of-the-art reconnaissance
system. This newest version is supported by artificial intelligence
(AI) and enhanced sensors which were put to the test in a live test
in late 2021.
Rafael demonstrated the third-generation model of the
RecceLite XR and its new capabilities for the first time to an
international delegation including over twenty industry partners
and customers from several different countries. The simulation
involved a series of operational tasks and successful execution by
the third generation RecceLite XR which was supported by other
Rafael systems.
Rafael’s RecceLite provides multi-spectral, multi-role, real-time
stand-off and stand-in reconnaissance, consisting of an airborne
pod, a wide digital D/L, and a ground exploitation station. It is
part of Rafael's family of advanced aerial and ground ElectroOptical (EO) systems that also includes the LITENING targeting
pod, the Toplite EO/Infrared pod, the Sky Spotter ground early

warning system, among others.
The third generation RecceLite XR pod builds on its operational
predecessor with extended ranges over 80 km, and standin and standoff operation. It has an enhanced sensor suite
with four different wavelengths: VIS, Near Infrared (NIR),
Medium Wavelength Infrared (MWIR), and Short Wavelength
Infrared (SWIR). This latest RecceLite XR model also includes
enhanced image resolution, real-time video, and advanced Line
of Sight stabilization, with extended area coverage, advanced
image algorithms, and AI, each enabling Wide Area Persistent
Surveillance (WAPS).
Ofer Weinberg, VP, BD and Marketing at Rafael’s Air and
C4ISR Systems division: “This demo illustrated part of Rafael's
spectrum of combat-proven intelligence capabilities which are
critical in today's asymmetric, urban-warfare environments. In
these arenas, detecting and classifying elusive enemies presents
a significant challenge that air forces around the world must
successfully overcome. We thank our industry partners and our
customers for coming to get a first-hand look at the latest model
of our RecceLite XR in action and for sharing their feedback as
well as their operational experience.”

3rd Generation Model of the RecceLite XR Reconnaissance
System Pod

Rear Admiral Sandeep Mehta takes over as FOMA

R

ear Admiral Sandeep Mehta, VSM, assumed office as
the Flag Officer Commanding Maharashtra Naval Area
(FOMA) at Mumbai. The formal handing and taking
over ceremony was held at INS Kunjali, where he was presented
a Guard of Honour at a ceremonial parade.
Rear Admiral Mehta was commissioned on 01 January 1989,
in the Executive branch of the Indian Navy. He is an alumnus
of the National Defence Academy, Khadakvasla and a graduate
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from the Army War College, Mhow. He was on diplomatic
assignment as Defence and Naval Attaché at the Embassy of
India, Washington (DC) prior his promotion to the Flag rank.
A recipient of the Vishisht Seva Medal, the Admiral has held
several key command appointments in his naval career including
command of a coastal minesweeper, INS Allepey, landing ship
tank INS Guldar, and the guided missile destroyer INS Delhi.
He has also served as Navigating Officer of IN ships Sukanya
and Jyoti. His early assignments include tenures onbord Indian
naval ships Ranvijay, Shardul, Chapal and Vibhuti and the
commissioning Executive Officer of the corvette INS Kirch.
His important staff appointments include Command
Operations Officer at HQSNC, Chief Staff Officer to NAVCC
(ANC), Joint Director, Director and Principal Director in the
Directorate of Naval Operations, Director in the Directorate
of Naval Plans at Naval Headquarters and Chief Staff Officer
(Operations) at Headquarters Western Naval Command. He
was the Chief Instructor (Navy) at the Defence Services Staff
College, Wellington prior to assuming his current assignment as
Flag Officer Commanding Maharashtra Naval Area.

R

Rear Admiral KP Arvindan Takes over as
Admiral superintendent of Naval Dockyard

ear Admiral KP Arvindan, VSM
took over charge as Admiral
Superintendent
of
Naval
Dockyard, Mumbai from Rear Admiral B
Sivakumar, VSM on 14th January 2022.
Rear Admiral KP Arvindan, an alumnus
of Naval College of Engineering, INS
Shivaji, Lonavla, is from the first batch of
the Naval Engineering Course and was
commissioned into the Indian Navy in
November 1987.
In a career spanning over 34 years of
service, the Admiral served in various
capacities,
including
at
command
headquarters, training establishments,
the marine gas turbine overhaul centre,
INS Eksila, and Naval Dockyard, Mumbai.
He has served onboard a Petya class
patrol vessel, the missile corvette Kirpan

and guided missile destroyers Rajput
and Ranjit. His recent appointments
include being the Commanding Officer
of the premier training establishment,
INS Shivaji, and Commodore (Fleet
Maintenance), an assignment he handled
for a period of four years, handling issues
related to maintenance and repair support
for the aircraft carrier, Vikramaditya, and
the submarine fleet of the Indian Navy.
On promotion to the flag rank, the
officer was appointed as Admiral
Superintendent, Naval Ship Repair Yard,
Karwar. A recipient of the Vishisht Seva
Medal, the Admiral was serving as Chief
Staff Officer (Technical) at Headquarters,
Western Naval Command, prior to taking
over the new assignment.

HAL Bags ADE-Supply Order
for ABHYAS Target Platform

H

AL has secured an order for manufacturing, assembly, integration, testing
and supply of High Speed Expendable Aerial Target (HEAT) System known
as ABHYAS from Aeronautical Development Establishment, DRDO, recently.
Post successful completion of this initial order, HAL would be identified as
Development cum Production Partner (DcPP) for supply of this target system along
with a private firm (50% of the volume). The platform is estimated to have large

requirement from the tri-services, DRDO
laboratories for evaluation trials of missile
programs.
ABHYAS was first successfully flighttested in May 2019 and subsequent
evaluation trials are being conducted
by ADE- DRDO. This order would mark
the beginning of series production of
ABHYAS.
About ABHYAS: It is designed and
developed by DRDO’s Aeronautical
Development
Establishment
(ADE),
Bengaluru. The air vehicle is launched
using twin under-slung boosters which
provide the initial acceleration to the
vehicle. It is powered by a gas turbine
engine to sustain a long endurance flight
at subsonic speed. The target aircraft is
equipped with Micro Electro Mechanical
System (MEMS) based Inertial Navigation
System (INS) for navigation along with
the Flight Control Computer (FCC) for
guidance and control. The vehicle is
programmed for fully autonomous flight.
The check-out of air vehicle is done using
laptop-based Ground Control Station
(GCS).
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Indian Army Celebrates
74th Army Day

ew Delhi: The Indian Army
celebrated its 74th Army Day on
15 January 2022. Every year, 15
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January is commemorated as Army Day
to remember the occasion when General
(later Field Marshal) KM Cariappa took

over the command of the Indian Army
from General Sir FRR Bucher, the last
British Commander-in-Chief in 1949

BrahMos With Enhanced Capability
Successfully Test-fired

N

and became the first Indian Commander-in-Chief of
Independent India.
The Indian Army’s theme for the year 2022, “In
Stride with the Future”, is an acknowledgement of the
increasingly critical role played by niche and disruptive
technologies in modern warfare.
The Indian Army confronts a plethora of security
challenges, conventional and non-traditional, and is
looking at Artificial Intelligence (AI), 5G, Robotics and
Quantum Technology to find innovative solutions to
these emerging challenges.
The Army Day celebrations commenced with
the Wreath Laying ceremony at the National War
Memorial where the three Service Chiefs paid homage
to the bravehearts. In his message to all ranks of the
Indian Army, the Chief of the Army Staff, General MM
Naravane saluted the supreme sacrifice of all personnel
who laid down their lives in the line of duty, reiterating
his unstinted support to the “Veer Naris” and next of

ew
Delhi:
BrahMos
supersonic cruise missile,
with increased indigenous
content and improved performance,
was successfully test-fired from
Integrated Test Range, Chandipur
off the coast of Odisha on January
20, 2022.
The launch was conducted
by Brahmos Aerospace in close
coordination with the teams of
Defence Research and Development
Organisation (DRDO). In this
textbook flight, the missile followed
the predicted trajectory meeting all
mission objectives.
The flight test is a major milestone
in the way forward for the
BrahMos programme. The highly
manoeuvrable missile cruised at
supersonic speed for its maximum
range and all mission objectives were
met. The missile was equipped with
advanced indigenous technologies
and followed a modified optimal
trajectory for enhanced efficiency
and improved performance.
The missile with the modified
control system has been fine-tuned
to achieve an enhanced capability.
This flight test was monitored
by all the sensors of the range

instrumentation including telemetry,
radar and electro-optical tracking
systems deployed across the eastern
coast and the downrange ships.
Teams from DRDO and NPOM,
Russia participated in the test.
BrahMos Aerospace, the joint
venture between DRDO and NPOM,
Russia, has been continuously
upgrading the powerful, highly
versatile BrahMos to increase its
effectiveness and lethality against
sea and land targets. BrahMos is
the potent missile weapon system
already inducted into the Armed
Forces.
Defence Minister Rajnath Singh has
complimented the Brahmos, DRDO
teams and industry for the successful
flight test.
Secretary, Department of Defence
R&D and Chairman DRDO Dr
G Satheesh Reddy appreciated
the scientists and engineers for
continuously putting efforts to
maximise the weapon systems
efficiency and more focus on
indigenous
content.
DirectorGeneral, BrahMos Atul D Rane
congratulated the joint teams of
NPOM, Russia and DRDO teams
involved in the test.

kin of the fallen soldiers. He assured
the nation that the Indian Army was
operationally ready to deal with any
adverse situation.
The Chief of the Army Staff
reviewed the Army Day Parade at
the Cariappa Parade Ground, Delhi
Cantonment and awarded 15 Sena
Medals (including five posthumously)
for individual acts of gallantry and
23 COAS Unit Citations to units for
their commendable performance.
The Army Day Parade this year
showcased the evolution of various
weapon systems held in the Indian
Army’s inventory.
New and modern weapon systems
and platforms were displayed
alongside their old counterparts.

Centurion tanks were followed by
Arjun Main Battle Tanks and TOPAS
was succeeded by the BMP-II.
Similarly pairs of the 75/24 Indian
Field Gun and Dhanush, PMP/PMS
and Sarvatra bridges and Tiger Cat
& Akash Surface to Air Missiles were
also on display.
The
parade
also
included
international
sports
awardees
and seven marching contingents,
including mounted horse cavalry. A
song titled ‘Maati’, sung by famed
singer Hariharan, dedicated to the
Army and the nation, was exclusively
released during the event. The
Indian Army also unveiled the latest
pattern of its combat dress during
the parade.
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E-LynX’s Connectivity Flight Tests
Completed on Brazilian Air Force’s F-5M

T

he Brazilian Air Force (FAB) and
AEL Sistemas, Elbit Systems’
Brazilian subsidiary, the prime
contractor of the Brazilian Link-BR2
strategic programme, concluded successful
series of flight tests for the integration of
E-LynX Airborne Software Defined Radio
onboard two F-5M aircraft.
The Brazilian Link-BR2 programme
aims to provide national secured datalink
capabilities, enable digital connectivity of
all aerial platforms among themselves and
establish Multi Domain interoperability.
The next phase of integration will be
onboard SAAB’s Gripen NG aircraft
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while the Link-BR2 programme roadmap
includes integration of the System
capabilities onboard all of the FAB aircraft.
The
functionalities
that
were
demonstrated during the recent flights
include
provision
of
multi-domain
situational awareness, enabling Mobile Ad
Hoc Network (MANET) based datalinks
(both air-to-air and air-to-ground),
facilitating transmission of airborne
applications over long ranges including
simultaneous audio and data, and display
of a common operational picture that
is shared among all the members in the
network – Airborne segments and Ground

segments.
Demonstrating
the
capability
of
simultaneous multi-channel transmission,
the Link-BR2 enabled aerial and ground
forces to perform target interception,
receipt of information from ground radars
and rapid closing of sensor-to-shooter
loops, as part of the multi-dimensional
arena.
The Link BR2 strategic programme
will lead the Brazilian Armed Forces to
operate on the NCW concept, a disruptive
technology that brings a huge advantage in
the local operational scenario.The E-LynX
family of SDR is designed in an open
architecture approach, featuring unique
waveforms and enabling the adoption of
European and NATO waveforms.
The E-LynX SDR solution was selected by
the Israel Defense Force as well as several
Armed Forces across Europe including
Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, and other
NATO countries.The E-LynX radios are
developed and manufactured in three
Elbit Systems’ Radio Engineering Centers
around the globe: in Israel, in Germany by
Elbit Systems Deutschland and in Brazil by
AEL.

Atul Dinkar Rane appointed as CEO
& MD of BrahMos Aerospace

O

utstanding DRDO Scientist
Atul Dinkar Rane has been
appointed as the CEO & MD
of BrahMos Aerospace, the India-Russia
JV entity producing the world-class
BRAHMOS supersonic cruise missile
system. Rane assumed charge as the new
DG of BrahMos Aerospace on December
20.
Rane, renowned for his decades of
sustained R&D contributions in the
indigenous design & development of
mission critical Onboard computers (OBC),
hardware in loop simulation studies,
systems analysis, development of mission
software and avionics technologies for
defence applications, has been associated
with the prestigious BRAHMOS (PJ-10)
missile programme since its inception.
His pioneering contributions and
techno-managerial leadership has been
transformative for successful development
and induction of the formidable
BRAHMOS weapon system into the Indian
Armed Forces.
Rane, a graduate in Electronics and

Communication Engineering, received his
post graduate degree in Guided Missiles
from the University of Poona.
He joined DRDO in the year 1987
and started his initial career at Defence
Research and Development Laboratory
(DRDL) as System Manager during which
he carried out simulation studies and
established modular real-time simulation
test mechanisms for the indigenously
developed surface-to-air Akash missile
system.
Later, as part of Onboard Computers
Division, Research Centre Imarat (RCI), he
led the development of Onboard Mission
Software for Agni-I missile and also
established a unique integrated test bed
facility for seamless test and evaluation
of Onboard Systems for various missile
projects.
Being a core team member of BrahMos
Aerospace right from its foundation as
a Joint Venture with Russia, Rane has
immensely contributed as Programme
Manager, Avionics & System Integration
for the BRAHMOS programme, steered

the feasibility studies, conceptual design,
planning, development, testing, integration
and certification of DRDO Onboard
systems,
culminating
in
successful
demonstration, induction and subsequent
productionisation of BRAHMOS – world’s
fastest supersonic cruise missile system
strengthening the arsenal of Indian Armed
Forces.
As Counsellor (Defence Technology),
Embassy of India, Moscow, Rane
progressed
Indo-Russian
technical
collaborations and later as Director,
International Cooperation, strengthened
Defence R&D collaborations, joint
developments and represented the
country during many inter-governmental
cooperation. His immense expertise in
defence technology management and
international S&T outreach efforts left a
lasting imprint on bridging the technology
gaps, identifying futuristic areas for joint
research and gave thrust to export of
DRDO developed products.
As Director, Systems Analysis and
Modeling Centre, he played a key role in
System Analysis and carried out extensive
feasibility studies for development of
advanced weapon systems.
In his last assignment as Director of a
DRDO facility at Delhi, Rane has lead
numerous activities of national significance
for defence of the nation. His R&D
contributions, expertise in international
R&D project management and versatile
techno-managerial leadership capabilities
had a major impact on the indigenisation
of critical missile technologies and have
boosted defence manufacturing in the
country.
Rane has been conferred with the
prestigious
DRDO
Path
Breaking
Research/
Outstanding
Technology
Development
Award
and
DRDO
Performance Excellence Award. He is
an active member of many professional
societies including Aeronautical Society
of India, Systems Society of India, Society
of Aerospace Quality and Reliability &
Computer Society of India. He has several
national/international publications and
technical reports to his credit.
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“Will further speed up development
of Qatar’s domestic defence industry”
More than 200 international companies from nearly 70
countries as well as members of Qatar’s growing domestic
defence industry will showcase their unique products and
capabilities at the Doha International Maritime Defence
Exhibition and Conference (DIMDEX 2022) from March 2123 at the Qatar National Convention Centre (QNCC).
The organising committee of DIMDEX 2022 is leaving no
stone unturned in order to make this world-class exhibition
a grand success.
Staff Brigadier (Sea) Abdulbaqi Al-Ansari, Chairman of
DIMDEX 2022, in this interview said that a record number
of 15-20 warships will be participating in the event.
Talking about the event’s success over the years, he said
DIMDEX is one of the primary catalysts for the speedy
growth of Qatar’s indigenous defence and security sector,
and added that the organisers would strive to sustain
the momentum generated by previous editions through
DIMDEX 2022 and future editions.
Brigadier (Sea) Abdulbaqi Al-Ansari
Chairman of DIMDEX 2022
With just a few weeks to go until the
start of DIMDEX 2022, what is the current
status of preparations for the event?
The organising committee of DIMDEX is
working hard to put the finishing touches
on preparations for the much-awaited
seventh edition of the event that will
be held from March 21-23 at the Qatar
National Convention Centre (QNCC). The
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unbridled enthusiasm shown by exhibitors
and sponsors, both domestic and
international, prove that we are on track
for yet another epoch-making edition.
Even though we are still a few weeks
away from the event, over 95% of the
space has already been taken. More
than 200 international companies from
nearly 70 countries as well as members

of Qatar’s growing domestic defence
industry will showcase their unique
products and capabilities at DIMDEX
2022, thus providing a window into the
latest innovations in the field of maritime
defence and security. Ten countries China,
Italy, France, Germany, Turkey, USA,
Canada, UK, Australia, and Pakistan –
will have their own pavilions at the event.
Three countries – Pakistan, Croatia, and
South Korea – will be participating for the
first time in the exhibition. In addition to
the impressive line-up of countries that will
have exhibitors at the event, more than 80
VIP delegations will attend DIMDEX 2022
to represent their respective countries.
With the complexity of modernday
defence
challenges
increasing
exponentially and defence interoperability
becoming a norm, various branches of
Qatar Armed Forces – Qatari Emiri Naval
Forces, Qatar Emiri Airforce, Qatar Emiri
Air Defence Forces, as well as the Qatar
General Directorate of Coasts and Borders
Security will showcase their capabilities at
DIMDEX 2022, thereby gaining access to

new and emerging defence technologies.
Precautionary measures in compliance
with Qatar’s COVID-19 policies and
regulations will be strictly enforced to
ensure the smooth and safe conduct of the
event.
You have been associated with the event
for a significant period. How satisfied are
you with the way DIMDEX has grown over
the years?
We have indeed come a long way since
the inaugural edition. In 2008, we had
85 exhibitors. That number has grown in
every edition; in 2018, we had over 180
exhibitors. For DIMDEX 2022, we expect
more than 200 companies. The increase
in the number of exhibitors has much
to do with the fact that the event offers
greater scope for commercial success than
most other similar shows. We measure
progress not only in terms of the increase
in the number of exhibitors but also by
gauging the impact the event has had on
the country’s indigenous defence industry.
The impressive strides that the country’s
domestic defence companies have made
in recent years prove that DIMDEX has
been a resounding success on both counts.
We will strive to sustain the momentum
generated by previous editions through
DIMDEX 2022 and future editions.

What, in your opinion, has been the
impact of DIMDEX on Qatar’s domestic
defence and security sector? Do you think
local companies will benefit from the
upcoming edition?
I believe that DIMDEX is one of the
primary catalysts for the speedy growth
of Qatar’s indigenous defence and
security sector. Although one of the
world’s top importers of arms – according
to the Stockholm International Peace
Research Institute (SIPRI), Qatar’s arms
imports increased by 361% from 20162020 compared to the previous five-year
period. The country is firmly committed
to localisation of defence production.
Previous editions of the biennial event
have resulted in numerous collaborative
partnerships between domestic companies
and their international counterparts.
There have been intangible benefits
as well. The exposure and experience
domestic companies have gained from
being a part of such a prestigious event
have helped to raise their profile on the
international stage. Local companies
have also benefitted from the unlimited
opportunities for knowledge sharing that
the event provides. With Barzan Holdings,
the commercial gateway of the country’s
defence and security industry, playing a
major role at DIMDEX 2022 as Strategic

Partner and Gold Sponsor, I expect local
companies to experience major success,
during the event and in the future.
What are some of the new features of
DIMDEX 2022?
To start with, the exhibition area has
remarkably grown over the years and will
be landscaped over 35,000 sqm in the
upcoming edition. The vast show floor will
host the latest technological innovations
and solutions in addition to being a
comprehensive networking platform for
exhibitors, top military officials and other
key decision makers from Qatar and other
countries.
Judging by the variety of exhibitors that
have signed up for DIMDEX 2022, the
event will be the most diverse in terms of
the variety of products and capabilities
that will be on display. A wide range of
product showcases, including anti-piracy
systems, C5iSR systems, AI software,
Electronic Warfare and Intelligence,
autonomous systems, as well as advanced
weaponry such as precision-guided
munitions for naval, land and air forces will
be among the highlights of the upcoming
edition.
Participants can also expect to learn more
about defence interoperability solutions,
the buzzword in modern military circles.
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The visiting warships display is one of the
most popular segments of DIMDEX. What
is in store for visitors at the upcoming
edition?
The previous edition of DIMDEX featured
eight warships from seven countries – the
U.S., Pakistan, India, U.K., Bangladesh,
Italy, and Oman. This time, we expect to
have 15-20 warships at Hamad Port, the
most at any one edition. I am confident
that visitors will welcome the opportunity
to explore warships and learn from the
leaders and crew about their capabilities
and technological features. DIMDEX has
hosted more than 80 warships across
editions; we are keen to grow this segment
even more in future editions.
Another key feature of the upcoming
edition is the Delegation Management
System (DMS), a comprehensive online
portal by which they can request face
to face meetings with VIP Delegations.
I expect DMS to substantially increase
exhibitors’ chances of commercial success.
What can visitors expect from the Middle
East Naval Commanders’ Conference
(MENC)?
The Middle East Naval Commanders’
Conference (MENC) is a not-to-bemissed component of DIMDEX as it plays
a major role in shaping the future course
of action against the innumerable threats
that confront the maritime domain. The
conference assumes additional significance
in the present scenario as the threats that
the domain has had to face have multiplied

in recent years, thus endangering global
trade and peace.
Experts are unanimous in their view
that of all the challenges that the
maritime sector faces, none is of greater
concern than asymmetric threats. At
the conference, which has “Resilience
in the Maritime Domain – Confronting
Asymmetric Threats” as its theme, a
stellar panel comprising global security
experts, doyens from academia, and
leading industry figures will attempt to
come up with globally acceptable solutions
to asymmetric threats. Top-level officials
and key decision makers from around
the world, including Ministers, Chiefs of
Navies, fleet commanders, as well as other
senior navy and maritime defence officials
are expected to attend the conference.

Has the response from sponsors matched
your expectations?
Most definitely. Fittingly for an event
of such major international stature,
DIMDEX 2022 has attracted a glittering
array of sponsors. Barzan Holdings, which
promotes the growth of the Qatar’s
indigenous defence industry by facilitating
international collaborations, is Strategic
Partner of DIMDEX 2022 and also Gold
Sponsor. Leading shipbuilder Fincantieri
and missile systems developer MBDA
are returning as Diamond Sponsor and
Gold Sponsor respectively. Dukhan Bank
is Silver Sponsor while Mwani Qatar,
which manages the nation's seaports
and shipping terminals, has signed up as
Silver Sponsor. It is exciting to see that
the organising committee is still getting
queries from the industry about potential
sponsorship opportunities.
Finally, do you have any special message
for international exhibitors at DIMDEX
2022?
With the country’s military modernisation
programme being accorded top priority,
there will be plenty of opportunities for
established and new companies to partner
with Qatar on various projects. I therefore
expect exhibitors to showcase their full
array of new products and capabilities at
the upcoming edition. I am also optimistic
that the event will further speed up
the development of Qatar’s domestic
defence industry; I expect DIMDEX
2022 to help lay the framework for
growth by facilitating defence technology
transfer through joint ventures and other
collaborative partnerships.
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BEL’s Dinesh Kumar Batra
wins CII CFO of the
Year – PSU category

D

India’s Defence Secretary Dr Ajay Kumar and Secretary General at the Ministry of
Defence, Oman, Dr Mohammed Bin Nasser Bin Ali Al–Zaabi

India, Oman Review Progress in
Military-to-Military Engagements

N

ew Delhi: Secretary General at the Ministry of Defence, Oman, Dr
Mohammed Bin Nasser Bin Ali Al–Zaabi called on Defence Minister
Rajnath Singh in New Delhi on Tuesday (February 1).
They discussed ways to enhance defence cooperation between the two countries.
He also briefed Rajnath about the 11th India–Oman Joint Military Cooperation
Committee Meeting (JMCC) on bilateral defence cooperation which was held in
New Delhi on January 31.
The JMCC meeting was co-chaired by Defence Secretary Dr Ajay Kumar and
Secretary General at the Ministry of Defence, Oman.
During the meeting, the two sides reviewed the progress made in military-tomilitary engagements, including joint exercises, industry cooperation and various
ongoing infrastructure projects.
It was decided to identify new avenues and examine areas of mutual interest for
Joint Venture in order to enhance defence industry cooperation.
Conduct of Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief (HADR) exercise involving
the three services and enhancing the scope and complexities of the existing joint
exercises were also discussed. Both the countries agreed to work together to combat
the issue of drug trafficking prevalent in the North Arabian Sea.
It was agreed to hold the next JMCC in Oman on mutually convenient dates.
The JMCC is the apex body between the Defence Ministries of India and Oman to
comprehensively review & guide all aspects of bilateral defence cooperation.
The Secretary General also called on the three Service Chiefs and met with the
CEOs of Indian Defence Industries. He will be visiting Cochin Shipyard Limited,
Military Training Establishments and the Indigenous Aircraft Carrier Vikrant, during
his stay.
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inesh Kumar Batra, Director
(Finance) and CFO of Navratna
Defence PSU Bharat Electronics
Limited, received the prestigious CII CFO of
the Year Award in the PSU category from T
V Mohandas Pai, Chairman, Manipal Global
Education Services, at an awards ceremony
held at Bengaluru.
Batra joined BEL in 1984. He is an alumnus
of HBTU, Kanpur; IIFT, Delhi; and MDI,
Gurgaon. In an illustrious career spanning 37
years, he has served in various capacities at
Ghaziabad, Delhi, Pune and Bengaluru. He
is a change agent who facilitates sustainable
and continuous growth by following best
practices of corporate governance with
financial transparency. He has created
wealth for shareholders by doubling the
market capitalization. He has steered BEL
to become the first DPSU to cross the
landmark market capitalization of Rs.50,000
Crores and declared highest ever dividend of
400%. BEL achieved its best ever financial
performance under his leadership, instilling
confidence among all stakeholders. This
resulted in highest PE ratio of BEL’s share
price among all Maharatna and Navratna
manufacturing CPSEs.
He has managed working capital
requirement and new capital infrastructure
investment requirement from internal
accruals and kept BEL debt-free. He has
brought structural reforms to manage
debtors to achieve highest ever cash from
operations. He was instrumental in BEL
taking revolutionary initiatives in response
to Covid, bringing hope to the families of
deceased employees.
His inspirational,
visionary and creative leadership makes him
a wonderful mentor who has built teams
and strategies for business transformation.
He enjoys excellent rapport with all
stakeholders.

A Quintessential Military Leader
who Challenged Status Quo

W

hen General Bipin Rawat made history by
assuming the office as the first Chief of
Defence Staff he was entrusted with the
huge responsibility of reforming and modernising the
Indian Armed Forces. Prime Minister Narendra Modi had
underlined the importance of the CDS position, saying it
carries the “tremendous responsibility of modernising our
military forces.”
Though Rawat’s period as the CDS was short, the
decorated military officer, whose career spanned more
than four decades, had put his heart and soul into the
task and his strong talent for bringing in reforms has
challenged the status quo in the system and pushed for
modernization.
Rawat had worked for the Army, Navy and Air Force to
work as a team and by ensuring the integration among
the three forces. He made sure of optimum utilisation of
allocated budget, ushering more synergy in procurement,
training and operations of the services through joint
planning and integration. He had encouraged the
maximum indigenisation of weapons and equipment while
drafting the overall defence acquisition plan for the triservices. As he promised to create more synergy among
the three services, he prioritised on the procurement of
equipment keeping in mind “balanced modernisation” of
three services.
Despite the financial crunch faced by the Armed Forces
over the last few years, Rawat has championed the cause
of Atmanirbharata in defence manufacture and Make in
India. For example, the project to manufacture AK-203
rifles in India would not have materialized if not for the
support of Rawat, who assured that the armed forces
would procure them in abundance thereby giving the
required initial push.
Rawat had the determination to cut flab in the armed
forces for decreasing expenditure and locating resources
for modernisation. His efforts to form the theatre
commands and control the expenditure on pensions could
be referred to as some as examples of his forthrightness
when it comes to military reforms. Rawat has undoubtedly
spearheaded the unprecedented reforms process as CDS.
In fact he was scripting the roadmap for the modernization
of the Armed Forces in every manner during his tenure.
Rawat possessed an uncanny understanding of
geopolitical upheavals and he was able to calibrate a triservices military doctrine which enabled India in facing
countless security challenges on at multiple fronts. Rawat
had warned the country to be prepared for a simultaneous
‘two-front’ war against China and Pakistan. He is also
credited with bringing down militancy in the Northeast
and Jammu and Kashmir.
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